





TOWN CLERK: JOAN READ - 446-2203
Hours: Tuesday Si. Thursday 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM
8c 4:00 to 6:00 PM or bu appointment
TAX COLLECTOR: CHARLOTTE H. PRATT - 847-3029
Hours: Thursday 1 :00 to 3:00 PM or bu appointment
TOWN OFFICE: 446-3326 FAX 446-7770"
Monday 7 PM to Close of Business - SELECTMEN'S MEETING
Wednesday 1 0:30 AM to 2:30 PM Secretary available
STODDARD RECYCLING & TRANSFER STATION
Hours: Saturday S^ Sunday, 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
June through Labor Day - Wednesday 1 :00 to 4:00 PM
POLICE: MUTUAL AID- 352- 11 00 or 911
FIRE & RESCUE: MUTUAL AID - 352- 1 1 00 or 911
FIRE WARDEN: BURNING PERMITS
Joseph Sarcione, Warden - 446-71 44
Levis Clark, Deputy Warden - 446-3480
Patricia Lamothe. Deputu Warden - 446-7430
ANIMAL CONTROL:
JoanZelasnu - 446-7502 or 446-3302
LIBRARY HOURS:
Thursday - 7:00 to 9:00 PM & Saturday - 9:30AM to 1 0:30AM
STODDARD CONSERYATION COMIilSSION
First Monday - every other month.
STODDARD HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Meet third Monday of April, June, August & October - 7:30 PM at the
Tovn Hall, will be posted.
STODDARD PLANNING BOARD
Meet first Tuesday of month at the Tovn Hall - 7:00 PM
Afiuofie \vishim^ heahm bi/ the Plaftmno ^^erdshouMcontact:
Pat Putnam 446-71 04
STODDARD SCHOOL BOARD
Meet second Tuesday of the month at 4:00 PM at the
James M. Faulkner Elementary School.
Ani/ofte \v'ho wishes tosppcsr before the 8eerdshould, ifpossible, contoci the
Chairma/ia weeA' priorso that your name may bepiacedon the Aoenda.
BOARD MEMBERS:
Brenda Hovard - 446-7446
Lynne Jarest - 446-3775
STODDARD CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Opens last Sunday of June through August - Services begi n 1 0:00 AM
STODDARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Hearings vhen needed - to be posted
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TOWN OFFICERS
MODERATOR
Daniel A. Eaton Term expires 1 998
SELECTMEN
Louis E. GrandPre Term expires 2000
Brenda J, Bryer Term expires 1 999
John D. Halter, Chairman Term expires 1 998
TOWN CLERK
Joan A. Read Term expires 1 998
TAX COLLECTOR
Charlotte H. Pratt Term expires 2000
TREASURER
JoanZelasny Term expires 2000
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
JohnJ.Secco Term expires 2000
Suzanne Well vood Term expires 1999
George F. Cahill, Jr. Term expires 1998
TRUSTEE OF PUBLIC LIBRARY
Alan Rumrill Term expires 2000
James Taylor Term expires 1 999
Una Yaillancourt Term expi res 1 998
CONSTABLE




BOARD OF FIRE WARD
Brian Cahill Term expires 1 998
John E. Cressy Term expires 1 998
Joseph Sarci one Term expires 1 998
PLANNING BOARD
Patricia Campbell, Chairperson Term expires 1999
Susan H. Francis Term expires 1999
Harry Power Term expires 2000
Casey Hayes Term expires 2000
Frances Rumrill Term expires 1 998
Paul J. Dionne Term expires 1998
Patricia Putnam: Secretary
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECK LIST
Priscilla Holland Term expires 2002
Barbara Jones (Resigned) Term expi res 2000
Suzanne Taylor Term expires 1 998
CEMETERY COMMISSION
Beverly Power Term expires 2000
Susan V'/arner Term expires 1 999
Frances Rumrill Term expires 1998
SEXTON
Gordon Garnett Term expi res 1998
AUDITORS
Virginia GrandPre' Term expi res 1998
Louis GrandPre' Term expires 1 998
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
(by Appointment)
Beverly Power, Chairperson
Eric Kiehn, Vice Chairman
Richard Betz, Gerald Pelletier,











John Lightbody, Jr., Phyllis Sawyer,
Alan Rumrill , Geoff Jones
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Selectmen
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT
William A. (Bill) Riley
Nelson
SELECTMEN'S NARRATIVE
Looking back at last year's Town Report, we can now answer
fully our most commonly asked question. E-91 1 became a
reality in October, completing over three years of hard work.
Special thanks goes to Denise Pratt who put hours into the
project. As for the transfer station, read on. Tvv'o warrant
articles for the March 1998 Town Meeting will determine its
fate. If both articles pass, renovation will be by demolition.
Another landmark in 1997 was the signing of a 99 year lease
between the Faulkner family and the town for a six acre ball
field. The idea of a ball field has been discussed by several
town forums, for many years. This year the dream will become
a reality.
Folks in town weren't a bit shy when it came to the State's
planned changes to the Pitcher Mountain Fire Tower. Pressure
from concerned citizens, the Conservation Commission, and the
Selectmen caused the plan to be revised within the footprint
of the existing tower. The impact upon the view of the summit
has been minimized, perhaps improved by the planned removal
of the tin structure within the tower's legs.
It was also decided, once and for all, that the Shedd Hill bridge
would be a wooden structure with stone facing. It has added to
the price, already considerably greater than the original
estimate. Actual construction is scheduled to start this
spring.
Our financial highlights include the tov/ns' surplus of slightly
over seventy thousand dollars. Four years ago, that same
figure was a deficit of over thirty thousand. V/e have also
received a substantial settlement on a judgement associated
with King Street construction.
The funds raised last year did resolve the bat problem in the
Town Hall belfry. This year we are asking for funds to repair
the bell tower. It can be said that we cleaned house in 1997
and wish to take care of something loose upstairs In 1998.
Respectfully submitted
Board of Selectmen
John HBlter. Chefrmsn Brentfo J Bryer L oufs Srsnt/Fre
TOWN OF STODDARD
TOWN WARRANT
To the inliabitaiits of the To-m of Stoddard in the Cotmtj- of Cheohire in the State
of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in To^m Affaire:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Towii Hail in said Stoddard on tenth
(lOtJi) day of March 1998 at Elev-en (1 1 .00 AM) of the clock iii the forenoon, to act
upon the folio wing subjects;
THE POLLS ¥ILL BE OPEN FKOH 11: AH TO 7:PM.
ART. 1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing
year.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Stoddard on Tuesday the Seventeenth (17th) day of March 1998
at Seven (7:00 PM) of the clock in the evening, to act upon the
following articles 2 through 29.
ART. 2: To see if the Tovvn vvill vote to raise and appropriate
the sun-i of $500 to maintain E-91 1 records. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $225 for the operation of the Stoddard Conservation
Commission. The Conservation Commission and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $970 for the Lay Monitoring Program. The
Conservation Commission and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $434 dollars for the residents of Stoddard to
participate in town household hazardous v/aste collections at
the City of Keene Recycling Center. Collection dates will
occur on Saturdays between the months of May and October of
the ensuing year. The Conservation Commission and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 6: To see if the Tov.'n v.'ill vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $43,500 for the operational expenses of the
Stoddard Recycling and Transfer Station. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART 7: To see if the Tovvn vvill vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000 for the removal of existing town barn and
upgrade site and authorize the withdrawal of $10,000 from the
Transfer Station. Renovation Capital Reserve Fund. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 8: To see if the Town will authorize the sale of surplus
equipment to include the baler, glass crusher, front end loader
and 1955 FWD pumper by sealed bid. The Selectmen
recommend this article.
ART 9; To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,800 for the operation and maintenance of the
Davis Library. The Library Trustees and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART 10; To see if the Tovvn Vv'ill vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,300 for reglazing windows and painting exterior
of the Davis Library. The Library Trustees and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART 1 1: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the surn of $19,715 for the operating budget of the Stoddard
Fire & Rescue Department for the ensuing year. The Fire &
Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,000 for Antrim ambulance service for the
ensuing year. The Fire & Rescue Department and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $24,768 for the second lease payment of the new
four- wheel drive, front line pumper fire engine. The Fire &
Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART 14: To see if the ToYv'n will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000 for the operating budget of the Stoddard
Fire Warden. The Fire Warden and the Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
ART 15: To see if the Tovvn vvill vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $7,000 for the purchase of a defibrillator for
Stoddard Rescue. The Fire .5^ Rescue Department and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 16: Petition to Lay Out Highway was submitted to the
Selectmen and request that a highway be laid out (altered) at
the foUoYving location:
From were the town has determined the town road ends,
to the Hidden Lake Civic Association sign (map), located
at the intersection of Kings Highway and Kennedy Brook
Drive. Approximately 1.5 miles in length.
(by Petition) Ballot vote.
ART 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1 15,400 for winter and summer maintenance,
emergencies and planned repair of Town roads and bridges. The
Selectmen reconirnend this appropriation.
ART 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $50,000 for cost associated with the ice storm of
1998 to be offset by up to 87 ]/2% reimbursement from FEMA
and the State of N.H.. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $126,535 to defray Town charges for the ensuing
year. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3J 80 to repair existing bell yoke, frame and
supporting sub-structure for Town Hall bell tower. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,500 for the operating budget of the Stoddard
Police Department. The Stoddard Police Department and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 22: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to continue a lease agreement established for the
purpose of leasing a Police Cruiser for the Police Department
and to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,502 for the Police
Crusier lease agreement. This lease contains an escape clause.
(Majority vote required). The Stoddard Police Department and
the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000 as the operating budget for the Stoddard
Planning Board for the ensuring year. The Stoddard Planning
Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $695 for the membership to the Southwest Region
Planning Commission for the ensuing year. The Stoddard
Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the surn of $1,200 for the operating budget of the Stoddard
Zoning Board for the ensuing year. The Stoddard Zoning Board
and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART 26; To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of Eight
Hundred Dollars ($800.00) to Home Healthcare, Hospice and
Community Services (HCS) to support the continuance of homie
and health services being provided to the residents of
Stoddard, (by Petition) The Selectmen have no recommenda-
tion on this article.
ART 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise $1 per resident
(total $630) for services provided by flonadnock Family
Services to unisured and underinsured residents of Stoddard,
(by Petition) The Selectmen recommend this article on a two
to one vote.
ART 28: To see if the Tov/n will raise and appropriate the
sum of $500.00 to help support the work of The Community
Kitchen, inc., in Keene, NH. (by Petition) The Selectmen
recommend this article on a two to one vote..
ART 29: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000 to be added to the Shedd Hill Bridge
replacement Capital Reserve Fund established in 1994 and to
appoint the Selectmen as agents to expend from this fund.
(Majority vote required). The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
Siven under our hands and seal, this
sixteenth day of Fehruary
in the year of our I ord,
nineteen hundred and ninety eiyht.
























Tota] Budged Town Charges $126,535
1997
SCHEDULE OF TOVH PROPERTY
As of December 31,1 997
Description:
TM*128-10 - Town Hall, Lancl& Building $160,650
Furniture & Equipment 20,000
TM^129-13 - Library, Land& Building 40,000
Furniture, BookotK Equipment 6,000
TM*130-06- Police Station, Land & Building 28,350
Equipment 11,000
1^1*^126-23 - Fire Department, Land & Building 162,350
Equipment 224,500
TM* 126-22- Fi re Department Meadow 5,800
TM*" 127-05 - Town Barn /Transfer Station 54,900
Equipment 17,000
TM* 128-4- Historical Society, Land & Building 34,750
Equipment 10,000
Th*'129-07&08- Fire Pond 5. Meadow 6,550
TM*'129-09 - 1834Lot 2.800
TM*1 29-04 -Gazebo 11^450
TM-*126-15 - Ode Station, Land & Building 30,550
TM* 105-09 - Marina Boat Landing on Highland Lake 61,650
TM*135-26 - Rte. 123 Boat Landing on Island Pond 91,600
TM* 1 27- 53 - Rte. 1 23 Boat Landi ng on Highland Lake 29,700
TM*415-22 - Center Pond Boat Landing 41,750
TM*'410-05- Faulkner Elementary School, Land & Building 348,500
Furniture & Equipment 50
,
000 $1,444,400
Land & Buildings Acquired thru Tax Collectors Deeds:
TM* 1 19-13.SLE Lot B4 6,550
TM* 1 10-20'. SLE Lot *93 10,100
TM*1 15-24, Beaver Brook Dr. 12,400
TM*1 15-25. Beaver Brook Dr. 12,950
TM*1 15-41, Beaver Brook Dr. 6,000
TM^I 17- 19, Scenic Dr. 10,400
TM*1 24-04. 28 & 29, Whitney Rd. 56,900
TM41 8-87, N/S Off Aten Road 450
TM-*1 19-16, NW/STiqola Trail 9,850
TM*131-25.1,S/S Island Pond 15.500
Total Acquired by Tax Deeds $109 .450
Total Properties ovned by the Tovn $1„553,850
TAX RATE - $9.9 1 PER $ 1 ,000 VALUATION
Municipal - $2.10 County - $2.03 School - $5.78











Total Taxable Buildi ngs $41 4,75 1 ,3 1 5
Public Utilities 940 .200
Valuation Before Exemptions Alloved $1 19,837,347
Total Exemptions Allowed -332 . 800




Year End December 31, 1997
ASSETS
Funds i n the Custody of Treasurer
Fleet Bank 38,111.48
Granite Bank 410,504.49
Town Clerk Petty Cash Fund 100.00
Selectmen Petty Cash Fund 50.00










LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCE
Contracts Payable
Staples Trucking -Winter Maintenance 54,500.00
R/D Construction -Winter Maintenance 2,250.00
Due to School Districts 460 .248.00
Total Liabilities $496,998.00
Fund Balance $71 .210.14
Total Liabilltes & Fund Balance $568.208.14
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SELECTMEN'S STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS - 1997
BLOCK GRANT








REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER 1997












Total Receipts from Town Clerk
* See also. Planning & Zoning









































1994 Levy Lien Amount Interest
& Prior 10,297.21 4.127.71
1995 Le\7 S.O.'iS.SO 2,6.14.68
1996 Lc\'y 10,932.28 882.00
Total Liens, Interest & Costs








1997 Boat Fees Collected












Recovery of Postage Fees










REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER 1997
Plannin)! & Zoning Boards
* Plaiuiiiig Ordinances 54.00
Advertising Fees Recovered 58.95
Fees Collected 476.00
Total Receipts from Planning & Zoning 588.95










Total Receipts from Fire Warden
110.37
30.21
Trustees of Trust Funds
Article #14 - Pumper Truck
Ccnielerv' Care




Receipts from Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES
Total Receipts 1997 •
Beginning Balance January 1, 1997
Total Available Funds All Accounts
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid 1997 *
Total Cash on Hand December 31, 1997









Beginning Balance January 1997
Deposits to Account
Transfers In from Granite Bank
Transfers In from Cash Funds
Total Available Funds
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid
Less Fund Transfers to Granite Bank
Subtotal
Interest Earned 1997











Granite Bank "Business NOW"
Beginning Balance January 1997
Deposits and Transfers to Account
Total Available Funds
Less Selectmen's Transfer Orders Paid
Subtotal
Interest Earned 1997









Beginning Balance January 1997
Deposits and Transfers to Account
Total Available Funds
Less Selectmen's Transfer Orders Paid
Subtotal
Interest Earned 1997








Cash Funds In Hands of Selectmen
Beginning Balance January 1997
Deposits to Account
Total Available Funds
Less Selectmen's Cash Orders Paid *
Less Transfers to Fleet Bank
Balance December 31, 1997
• See Financial Administration Expenses
Cash Funds In Hands of Town Clerk




Balance December 31, 1997
**Funds retained to accommodate general public
NOT an expenditure account













TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT ms^i
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF sto66ard YEAR ENDING ^^^^
DEBITS
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT ms^i
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF Stoddard YEAR ENDING ^^^^
CREDITS
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT




PEPOFT OF THE TOWN CLERK
1997
AUTO PERMITS (1,316) $97,159.00
DOG LICENSES ( 227) $ 1,513.00
DOG PENALTIES & FINES $ 326.00
FILING FEES $ 7.00
VITAL STATISTICS $ 334.00
MISC:
ZONING ORDINANCES & COPIER FEES $ 16.00
TOTAL AMOUNT PAID TO TREASURER $99,355.00
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED:
JOAN A. READ- TOWN CLERK
27
VITAL STATISTICS STODDARD 199?
BIRTHS
DATE NAME FATHER MOTHER PLACE
12-01-96 Kolbe Francis- Andrew Jon DeMasi Gail Keene
Mary DeMasi (Kennedy)
03-15-97 Grace Elisabeth Peter.Goodenough Kristen Robun- Keene
Goodenough (Colby)
03-22-9? Jane Priscilla Thomas D. Abert Susan D. Peterborough
Abert (Ricks)
04-02-9? RyanneAshlie Mark A. Champney Lisa D. Peterborough
Champney (Rosin)
04-15-9? Georgia David Ziarnov/ski Linda Peterborough
Ziarnowski (Matera)
05-10-9? Jon Paul Donald A. Marshall Donna J. Keene
Marshall (Rouleau)
0?-10-9? Jeremiah Ellas Russell J. Huntley Tracy M. Peterborough
Huntley (Pike)
08-0?- 9? Ja red Edward Brian C.Pratt Sandra L. Keene
Pratt (Fisk)
10-12-9? Matthew Andrew Robert H. Wisted Brenda E. Keene
V.'isted (Buffum)




PLACE OF DEATH BORN FATHER/MOTHER
01-04-97 Kenneth Gagnon Stoddard, N.H. 05- 1 2-61 Paul Gagnon
Nashua. NH Dons Labbe
01-04-97 Janet V.Sullivan Stoddard, N.H. 1 0-31 -51 John Verner, Jr.
Wal t ham . MA Ma raa ret Ma ho ne u
04-20-97 JeannetteStPierre Keene, N.H. 10-19-15 V/illiam Ball





































Status of Trust Funds, Stoddard, NH January 1, 1998
Checking Accounts:








Common Trust Fund #2 4/3/98
Education Fund "ED" 4/20/98
Town Cemetery "J" 11/21/98
Common Trust Fund #1 3/31/99





































The records of the Selectmen, Town Clerk, Tax
Collector, Treasurer. Trustee of Trust Fund:-.
Cemetery Commission, Library Trustee and Boat
Permit Agent have been examined pursuant to
RSA: 41.31 for the year ending December 31,
1997.
In the opinion of this Auditor , these accounts
together with their financial statements
present fairly the financial position for the
year end of the Town of Stoddard. These
records also conform with generally accepted
accounting principles applied using the cash
basis method.
Respectfully submitted:
Virginia R. GrandPre', Town Auditor
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STODDARD FIRE & RESCUE
In 1997 we responded and participated in a total of 171
emergency calls and activities as follows:
39 rescue calls 6 motor vehicle accidents
36 fire calls 20 training drills
20 meetings 50 radio checks
This year we have been working and planning the final details
of our new four wheel drive pumper truck due in around Harch,
This purchase will help keep us up-to-date and well equipped
for any emergency call.
We sent two people to Holnatro headquarters to be certified in
the use of the jaws of life we now have in service. They in
return have trained the rest of the department.
We also purchased through donations in memory of Janet
Sullivan a Rescue Alive sled to assist us in any v/ater rescue.
We appreciate all the participation in our annual halloween
party. We hope everyone had as good a time as v/e did.
The department now has a computer and copy machine to assist
us in our training and business needs.
We anticipate an increased cost in our ambulance service due
to increased calls and an upgraded service to critical care
qualifications by the attendants.
Respectfully submitted;
Brian Cahill, Chief - Joe Sarcione, Deputy Chief
Wally Weaver, Captain - P.J. Lamothe, Rescue Captain
Dean Landale, Lieutenant - John Wilder, Rescue Lieutenant
38
STODDARD FOREST FIRE WARDEN
This year Stoddard and surrounding towns experienced more
brush fires than the previous year. Our fire season v/as
extremely dry and the water level in the ground v/as very lov^
because of lacl< of rain. About three months this past year at
various times v/e and other tov/ns placed a ban on all fires
because of this condition. Stoddard suffered tv/o fires along
with other small fires that could have been very serious and
dangerous if it had not been reported in the time that it was.
We assisted \vith Mutual Aid assistance to our surrounding
towns a few times during the fire season.
I v/ould like to thank all the members of the fire department
and all the deputy wardens for a job well done in fire
suppression and fire awareness this year.
Again this year we sent three firefighters and myself to Bear
Brook for Wildland Fire Training. Sending our firefighters to
this state wide training enhances their skills and knowledge in
fighting wildland fires. In addition to this all of the fire-
fighters and deputy v/ardens have taken the 16 hour Wildland
Fire Suppression course held in early spring of this past year.
Remember that a fire permit is required when there is not
total snov/ cover where the burn is to be, Violations of RSA
224,27 11, the permit law and other burning lav/s of the State
of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up
to $2000.00 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for
all fire suppression costs.
Remember you can request a fire permit by contacting Joseph
Sarcione-Forest Fire Warden, Patricia Lamothe-Deputy Forest
Fire Warden, or Lewis Clark-Deputy Forest Fire Warden,
Respectfully submitted:




The year 1997, was a busy year for the Stoddard Police
Department. Accidents, juvenile and domestic issues still
continue to take up a large percentage of our time. Burglaries
and thefts continue to take a dov/nv/ard trend; I believe due to
our random patrols and increased visibility.
This year v/e implemented a v/eekly motor vehicle patrol
where we concentrated to curb speeding on Rte. 123, between
the church and Island Pond area. With over one hundred motor
vehicle stops; v/e have had some effect. We will allocate ten
hours per v/eek for continued speed enforcement.
In 1997, we utilized what is commonly knov/n as the Don Curry
building, for a Police Department, which is located on the Old
Forest Road. This building comes complete Vv'ith a dry floor,
clean heat, running v/ater, and a flush toilet. Something of
which our space in the old fire station failed miserably to
provide. This building has proved extremely beneficial by
providing all officers twenty-four hour access to active
warrants and restraining orders. It also provides all officers a
place to write, file reports, and conduct interviews in a
confidential atmosphere.
Unfortunately, we a losing a profound individual Officer Donald
Fleming who has resigned from the Stoddard Police Depart-
ment. Don brought to the department a sense of commitment
and professionalism that v/ill be difficult to replace. Don has
served the department since 1990, we v/ish Don and his family
the very best in their future endeavors.
I would again like to thank the townspeople for their continued
support and assistance over the past year. I would also like to
thank the Dahle Corp. of Peterborough NH for their generous
donation of office furniture and a copier.
In closing we would like to remind all of you that in case of an
emergency please call 911. If it is not an emergency and you
would like to speak to a police officer call the Stoddard Police
Department at 446-3597.
Respectfully submitted:
David Vaillancourt, Constable/Police Chief
40
STODDARD POLICE DEPARTMENT
Category of Complaints Received: Totals




Motor Vehicle Theft 8
Criminal Threatening 1
Disturbance 2
Drunkenness (Protective Custody) 3
Juvenile 5
Runaways 2
















This year the Planning Board heard and approved two sub-
division applications v/ith conditions, one commercial site
plan, also with conditions, and a second site plan application
for a commercial enterprise was submitted, but not heard due
to legal rulings.
Resident's requests for greater opportunity to conduct small
businesses have again been taken under consideration by the
Board, A consultation with Carol Olgavie, Senior Planner with
Southwest Region Planning Commission, regarding our options
was held in a combined Planning Board/ZBA/Selectmen
meeting. Ms. Olgavie toured the community and again reviewed
our Master Plan. Subsequently, the Board drafted a proposal
for a Village District to be considered by Stoddard voters.
Other issues researched this year include junk yard regulation
and the safety regulation of septage spreading. The Board, and
Town, need to prepare telecommunications tower regulation
within the guidelines of the Federal Communications
Commission, a task that is presently being undertaken.
Members attended Law Lectures covering the topics of;
harmonious land use regulation, preemption of local pov/er and
constitutional protection of property as well as attending the
Office of State Planning Conference,
For the third year in a row the Board has been able to reduce
its budget request, though we must always add the admonition
that a complex application or challenged decision could
increase expenditures beyond the normal budget.
The Planning Board is grateful for citizen participation in




Louis E. GrandPre, Selectmen's Representative
Frances Rumrill, Harry Power
Paul Dionne, Sue Francis
Casey Hayes, ^ Mark Krider, Alternate
Patricia Putnam, Secretary to the Board
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STODDARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The ZBA heard one case during 1997. This connplex case
involved a request for a special exception for a commercial
enterprise in a rural district. Regular ZBA meetings v^'ere held
throughout the year, usually on the third Tuesday of a month,
on administrative and organizational matters. In early June, a
combined informational meeting, organized by the South-
western Regional Planning Commission (SWRPC) for the ZBA,
the Board of Selectmen and the Planning Board, was held. The
purpose of this meeting v^'as to share the experience of other
communities related to the formation of a village district for
business activities.
In response to the rapidly changing and increasingly complex
nature of New Hampshire laws related to land use and zoning
ordinances, a number of ZBA members attended workshops this
past fall organized by the NH Municipal Association so as to
strengthen their knowledge of land use matters. These work-
shops have proven to be useful to the work of the ZBA.
It is important to note the three core functions of the ZBA so
that Stoddard residents better understand the purpose of the
Board, These functions are: (1) Hear an appeal from an
administrative decision. (2) Decide to grant or v/ithhold
"variances" from the terms of Stoddard's zoning ordinances.
(3) Grant or deny a "special exception" for land use as
specified in the town zoning ordinances. All Board decisions
are taken through a deliberative and impartial process based
on Stoddard's Zoning Ordinances and Nev/ Hampshire law.
Respectfully submitted:
Beverly Power, Chairperson
Eric Kiehn, Vice Chairperson
Gerry Pelletier, Roscoe Putnam
Richard Betz & Sandy Sherman
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STODDARD ANIMAL CONTROL
Through mid-December 1997 there Vv'as a total of 75 Animal
Control calls. Of this number only 58 required response by the
Animal Control officer or the Police Department. Fifteen of
the calls were handled by telephone.
The strays taken to Monadnock Humane Society were all
reclaimed by owners that greatly defrayed the Animal Control
budget for the year.
Calls in 1996 were as follows:
4 animal 'welfare 5 assist to other ACQ
1 dog bite 5 lost cats (never found)
6 lost dogs (all located) 7 nuisance dog complaints
1 dog hit and killed by unknown sno'wmobile
4 stray dogs
1 cat dead - apparent attack by animal
6 stray cats found (5 returned to owners - 1 adopted out)
122 loose Stoddard dogs
The number of dogs loose is most generally due to new
residents who are not aware of the local Animal Control
ordinance. Now, when new residents come to Stoddard, the
Town Clerk is distributing copies of the existing ordinance.
This ordinance was adopted by the Tov/n of Stoddard at the
general elections in November 1980. This has helped the new
residents understand what their responsibilities are and has
reduced the number of dogs who are intentionally allowed to
run loose. For the most part Stoddard dog owners are very
responsible individuals,
We need to stress also, that although cats are not at present
required to be licensed by the Town, they ARE required to be
rabies vaccinated. Please be sure to vaccinate your animals
for not only the animal's protection, but for the protection
also to individuals who might be accidentally exposed to a bite
or suffer a non-bite exposure.
Many thanks to Chief David Vaillancourt for his efforts and
assistance throughout the years.
Respectfully submitted:
Joan Zelasny, Animal Control Officer
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DAVIS PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Library is open Thursday evenings from 7;00pm to 9:00pm
and on Saturday mornings from 9:30am to 10:30am.
Approximately 500 books and numerous magazines were
donated to the library this year. Almost 150 new books and
videos were purchased during the year.
A tub of flowers was placed at the library by Mr. &^ Mrs. John
Secco and cared for by them adding much to the appearance of
the building during the summer season.
A nev/ sign for the library was made and hung by Oliver Quist,
also adding a better appearance to the library.
Repairs have been made to joist ends, support columns, and
part of a sill at the library. The large v/indow has been
replaced also.
The annual book sale held during Old Home Days was very
successful.
The library subscribed to the Literary Guild again this year.
We receive three nev/ award winning books of different reading
levels from the Guild each month. The library now has a large
collection of video tapes and a small collection of audio tapes.
Earle Lund, Alan Rumrill, and Robert Farrar designated their
1997 Rotary Bookshelf Donations to the Davis Library. A
contribution was made in memory of Trevor Price by the
Treelyn Road Corporation.
We extend our thanks to all of the people who made donations
to the collections during 1997. These included Henry & Hester
Klie, Emily Hogue, Peter Riesenberg, George and Sally Cahill,
Jean ^ James Kelly, Kim and Nancy Faulkner, Lucille Hill,
Eunice Fiske, Lena Vaillancourt, Nancy Bailey, Ruth Moe, Dennis
Carlisle, Charles Chandler, Frances Rumrill, Mike Myers, Alan






Balance on Hand, December 31, 1996
Nelson Fund
STODDARD CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Conservation Commission f^as been meeting regularly on
the first Monday of the month to review applications, 10
dredge and fill permits v/ere requested and the Commission
reviewed and commented on all of them in addition to making
site visits. The Commission also reviewed and commented on
a site plan review for land application of septage.
This year the Conservation Commission hosted a Lal<e3
Monitoring l<ickoff meeting in June. Stephanie Moses from the
State Departments of Environmental Services, Limnology
Section was the guest speaker. See the Lakes Monitoring
report for a summary.
In addition, along v/ith the Planning Board, and Historical
Society, the Commission sponsored a program titled "Dollars
and Sense of Open Space" Dave Anderson for the Society for
the Protection of New Hampshire Forests made the presen-
tation. Persons interested in further information may contact
the Forest Society.
As usual the Commission v/ould like to remind folks that any
work involving dredging, or fill in v/etlands - including docks,
piers, abutments, retaining walls, etc... or new construction
within 250' to lakes and ponds require an application to the
DES. In addition, the Town has an established 50' buffer zone
to v/etlands and surface water. No alteration is allowed in
that zone for nev/ construction projects except by special
exception granted through the Board of Adjustment.
Persons interested in joining the Conservation Commission
should petition the Selectmen for appointment.
Respectfully submitted;
JoAnne Carr, Chairperson




Public Meeting. June 25. 1997 7:50Dm
Present:
Jo Anne Cam Geoff Jones Phyllis Sawyer
Oliver Quist, Island Pond Mike Meyer, Highland Lake
Joseph Castor, Center Pond Walter Serbent, Highland Lake
Carrie Simino, Granite Lake Frank Clark, Highland Lake
Tonn Newconnbe, Granite Lake Fred Zinn, Highland Lake
Lake Report Sunnmaries/Concerns
Speaker: Stephanie Moses, NH Depart, of Environmental Serv,
Center Pond
Naturally aging lake; v/ith limited development, therefore
should be noted as a high priority to protect. Mesotrophic Pond
(middle aged). Concern: limit large motor boats - seek support
from the State Department of Safety,
Granite Lake
Oligotrophic lake. Specific conductance at the Tov/nline Inlet
sampling station jumped from 30.2 uMhos/cm in 1993 to 305.3
uMhos/cm in 1994 and up to 456.9 uMhos/cm in 1996. This
level of conductance is of concern (>100 is generally an
indicator of human pollution sources) as an indicator of
excessive untreaded runoff of road salt, faulty septic systems
or other runoff source. Concerns: increased tree removal,
increased paving and exposed ledge and culverting all impact
water quality. Action: more frequent monitoring, limit
development near shore, test road runoff - particularly in
spring.
Island Pond
In response to concerns of possible groundv/ater contamination
by underground fuel tanks, a test was done in 1996 on the inlet
to Island pond. Only trace amounts of fuel by product were
detected. Limited development helps maintain water quality,
however septic maintenance is a priority here. Concerns; road
runoff in the spring particularly, and algae blooms - possibly
related to phosphates (soaps/detergent/fertilizer) or other
nutrient loading.
Highland Lake
Oxygen depletion at the bottom. Rice and Carr Brooks are
adding high phosphorus. Concerns: increase of boating activity,
increased plant growth (shallovv- pond), dense development,and
high fish mercury levels. Action: sanitary survey (septic
inspection) and maintenance pumping; reduce boating traffic,
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Robb Reservoir
Aging water body with natural wetland influences. Concerns:
should be monitored as it is a public water body.
Strategies/ Issues
"Address runoff due to unstable beaches and construction
erosion.
*^Septic system miaintenance.
*Test road runoff in areas noted.
*Add tributaries for more complete monitoring.
^Control invasive plants.
^Monitor miercury levels more closely.
*Add Robb Reservoir back in to monitoring program.
^Establish phosphorus reduction programi.
^Address increased boating activity - size and speed.
* Improve regulation education and enforcement.
A brief recap of lakeside DOs and DON'Ts:
*D0 pump out your septic tank every 3-5 years
*D0 maintain your system and check your leachfield area
*D0 use low or no-phosphate detergents
*D0 keep land clearing to a minimum
*D0 maintain a buffer of natural vegetation at least 50' wide
along the shore
*D0 NOT bathe, shampoo, vv-ash boats, pets, or things in or near
the lake with soap
*D0 NOT wash automobiles near the lake
*D0 NOT use fertilizer near the lake shore
*D0 NOT burn brush or leaves near the shore, or on the ice in
winter





A measurement of acidity. A pH of 7 is neutral. Lover pH values ndicate acidic
conditions. High pH values indicate basic (alkaline) conditions. Little or no fish
life remains when pH falls much below 5. NH average is 6.0.
Transparency
A measure of water clarity, affected by the amount of phytoplankton,, color
(dissolved organic compounds), and particlate matter in the lake. Measured by
lowering a Secchi disk into the water and observing depth for disappearance.
Standard: > 13.1 ft. is Oligotrophic, 6.6 to 13.1 ft. is Mesotrophic, and <6.6 ft. is
Eutrophic. NH average is 12.8.
Chlorophyl a
A green pigment in plants required for photosynthesis. A good indicator of
abundance of microscopic plants and algea. Units are mg. per cubic meter.
Standard: <4i3 Oligotrophic, 4 to 10 is Mesotrophic, and >15i3 Eutrophic. NH
average is 7.3.
Total Phosphorus
Limiting nutrient that promotes plant and algea growth in lakes. Increased TP
encourages excessive weed growth and algea blooms. Comes from decaying
matter, soils, leachfields, land clearing, and agriculture runoff. Units are ug/L.
Standard: <1 is Oligotrophic, and >20 is Eutrophic. NH average is 1 1
.
Color
A measure of dissolved metals (iron and manganese), dissolved organic
compounds, and suspended matter in water. Standard: to 20 is crystal clear,
20 to 35 is slightly tea-colored, and 35 to 100 is tea colored to highly colored.
NH average is 25.
Conductivity
Ability of water to carry anelectrical current. High conductivity may indicate
pollution from road salting, faulty septic systems or agriculture runoff. Units
are umhos/cm. Standard: to 50 is Oligotrophic, 50 to 1 00 is Mesotrophic, and
> 1 00 is Eutrophic. NH average is 56.4.
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STODDARD OLD HOME DAYS COMMITTEE
Stoddard Old Home Days 1997 under the chairmanship of
Gordon Garnett was held July 11, 12, and 13. We had
especially fine weather this year which helped the attendance.
The opening event was a concert by the Narrov/ Road Band
Friday night at the gazebo near the church. About a hundred
people sat, lay, or strolled around the lav/n surrounding the
gazebo enjoying this inspirational singing/instrumental group.
The concert v/as follov/ed by the Church Ice Cream Social at
the Town Hall at which a wandering magician, Frank Stuckey,
entertained. Saturday's parade kicked off from the
Congregational Church at the usual 10:00 a.m. Music was
provided by Post 4 American Legion Band and the Nilford Fife 2^
Drum Corps. There were floats by the children, an assortment
of vintage cars, and fire and rescue equipment. Following the
parade the Legion Band set up in the shade of the old apple tree
betvy'een Cressey's and Hill Village Country Store and gave a
concert.
There were many activities on Saturday. Public buildings v/ere
open, and there was a bazaar at the Town Hall. For the children
there were games and the "Little Red Wagon" children's
program at the fire station. A new event this year v/as the
"Movathon" sponsored by the Stoddard PTO. This was a walk,
run, bike, or stroll from the Faulkner Elementary School to
Center Pond and back. During the day the Junior Fire Depart-
ment sold hot dogs, hamburgs and soft drinks. The Chicken
Barbecue at the fire station was once again a big success. The
raffle was held at 5 p.m. at the Barbecue, and the winners were
all from Stoddard this year. The First Prize, a Stoddard Bottle
(Middletovv'n Springs mineral water bottle) went to Shannon
Sarcione, Second Prize (fifty pounds of Pitcher Mountain Farm
Scotch Highland beef) went to Pam Hebert, and Third Prize (a
Granite Lake Pottery casserole dish) v/ent to Jim Davis. The
Digger Stevens Blues Band Vv'hich played at the Town Hall for
Saturday night's dance was great.
The Sunday morning pancake breakfast at the Town Hall was
again a sellout. After church services there y^as a guided hike
to Trout Pond on the Society for the Protection of NH Forest's
Charles Peirce Reservation. Geoff Jones led the hike and gave
the history of the camp there. The Historical Society v/as open
for the public and a Scavenger Hunt brought the 10th in this
series of Stoddard Old Home Days to a successful conclusion.
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The Stoddard Old Home Days Committee wishes to thank
everyone who donated their time, services, goods, and nioney.
It is due to the hard 'work and donations of miany, miany people
that this community event is possible. Without the support of
each and every one of you, there would be no Stoddard Old Homie
Days celebration.
We are already looking forward to next year's celebration
which will be July 10, 1 1, 2k 12. If anyone would like to be on
the comimittee or has ideas or suggestions for activities,






Tine PTO experienced as infusion of entiiusiasm late in tlie
1997 school year. To maintain involvennent. monthly meetings
are held at the Elementary school on an agreeable Saturday
morning at 9 a.m.. Members or our greater community who are
interested are v/elcome to attend these meetings. The meeting
dates are indicated on the minutes 'vvhich are posted at the
Elementary School, Town Hall. Post Office and tov/n stores.
At our initial meetings there v/as some discussion concerning
the overall goals of the PTO. It v/as decided that our soul
purpose should not be just existing as a fundraising organ-
ization. The PTO should work to develop "arms" in the
community as well as in the school such as "just for fun"
activities, parent volunteers, programs supporting curriculum
for the teaching staff, etc. This in mind, we decided to
participate in the town wide Old Home Days celebration
sponsoring a "Movathom" from the school down Center Pond
Road. A school wide contest looking for a motto, mascot, and
colors was also initiated and completed in the final weeks of
school. As usual PTO members treated the students and staff
to a Thanksgiving feast in the week prior to the holiday break.
Finally, Christmas ornaments v/ere made and handed out to the
students and staff to mark yet another passing Christmas.
Whew, v/e v/ere busy!
When we started this year we were barely able to afford our
annual Graduation and last day Carnival "Fan Fare" v/ith a
balance of $117.35 as of 3/31/97. However, with much effort
and many donations we were able to put together a beautiful
Graduation ceremony and a fun filled Carnival. PTO members
organized a Yard/Bake sale in May raising $262.75, WOW! With
money in hand gifts of Commerative Coins v/ere bought for the
Graduates and prizes purchased for the Carnival. Proudly, the
PTO was able to conduct its annual functions.
Of course, one of our interests has been the continued develop-
ment of the Elementary School playground. Not only does this
section of the school facility get used alot during the regular
school year, but many of our residents like to bring their
children or grandchildren up to play. The PTO's intention is to
raise funds so that newer, more practical and entertaining
units can be bought to enhance the existing structures. All of
the Fundraisers such as the Holiday Raffle, Penny Drive and
Stoddard Towel sales coupled with the Woman's Fellowship
donation and other various donations have been very
successful! As of 12/31/97 our existing balance is a
$1,070.99. What a difference a few months and dedicated
members can make!
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Once again Stoddard voters will be asked to vote on a Bond for
a Community/Facility Room at the Elementary School. To
support this effort the PTO will be offering babysitting
services for any voter who may need it at the school during the
Vote on March 12th at 7:00p.m.. The need for this facility
expansion was never more evident than during the Graduation
cerennony where the pews of the Congregational Church in
Stoddard were crammied to capacity and the Christmas pageant
which vvas held in Marlow's Jones Hall. Please become
informed and vote!
Many thanks goes out to the people vvho have helped us with






GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
MEETING JULY 13. 1997
The annual meeting of the Granite Lake Village District was
held Sunday, July, 13, 1997 at the Chapel-by-the-Lake in
Munsonville.
It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $650.00 to
cover the expenses of the Village District.
It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to
purchase liability insurance to cover the district.
It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 to
add to the capital reserve fund for dam maintenance and repair,
Officers for the July '97 - '98 year are the following:




TOWN MEETING - TOWN OF STODDARD
MARCH 1 1, 1997
To the irJiabitanis of the To-^rn. of Stoddaxd in the Coimtj' of Cheshire in the State
of Nev Hstmpshire
,
qualified to TCite in To^'n Affadxs:
You aue hereljy notified to meet at the To^m Hall in said Stoddaxd on
twelfth (12th) day of Haarh 1996 at Eleven (1 1 :00 AIvJ) of the clock in the
forenoon, tij act upon the foUo'^.'ing subjects;
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FEOII 11: AM TO ?:PM.
Art. 1: To Choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing
year.
Results of the election as follows:
Selectman: Louis GrandPre 3 Vears
Tax Collector: Charlotte H. Pratt 3 Years
Treasurer: Joan Zelasny 3 Years
Trustee of Trust Funds: John J. Secco 3 Years
Trustee of Publis Library: Alan R. Rurnrill 3 Years
Constable: David Vaillancourt 1 Year
Sexton: Gordon Garnett 1 Year
Board of Fire Ward; (3) Joseph Sarcione 1 Year
Brian Cahill 1 Year
John E. Cressy 1 Year
Planning Board; (2) Casey J. Hayes 3 Vears
Harry Power 3 Years
Planning Board (1) Paul Dionne 1 Year
Supervisors of Checklist:(l) Suzanne Taylor 1 Year
Cemetery Commission: Beverly Power 3 Years
Auditors; (2) Virginia GrandPre 1 Year
Louis GrandPre &^
Pat Campbell (tie) 1 Year
Art. 2: To see if you are in favor of adopting the proposed
amendments and additions to the Community Planning (Zoning)
Ordinance, (By Petition)
TO AMEND ARTICLE IV COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USES BY
ADDING; Commercial uses are allowed in the Residential
District One on lots in excess of 1 acre by special exception
from the Board of Adjustments, which shall determine that
there is adequate off street parking and that there Vvill be no
nuisance to the neighborhood in which they are to be located by
reason of noise, dust, smoke, odor, illumination or other hazard
to the public health.
A protest petition was submitted by the landowners in
Residential Districrt One therefore the vote by ballot must
require a 2/3 vote.
YES igO NO 151
Article 2 fails not being a 2/3 vote.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard
on Tuesday the Eighteenth (18th) day of March 1997 at Seven
(7;00PM) of the clock in the evening, to act upon the following
articles 3 through 29.
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Art. 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
surn of $12,400 for the completion of E-91 1. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation, hoved by Grenda Bryer, Seconded by
John Halter. A brief discussion by Brenda that the miaps should be
complete in a few weeks and the money is needed for sign posts on
roads and the balance of what is left to Cartographies for aerial
photographs. Article 3 is adopted.
Art 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $45,025 for the operational expenses of the Stoddard
Recycling and Transfer Station. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Moved by John Halter, Seconded by Louis GrandPre.
Discussion follows by Mr. GrandPre, Brenda Bryer, John Halter and
Jeff Jones. A new Sanitation Company will be hired and the Town
will save $10,000 per year. There will be fees for refrigerators,
stoves, washers, dryers and other items. After much discussion it
is moved to limit debate. So moved. Article 4 is adopted.
Art 5: To see if the Tovv'n will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1 10,000 for winter and summer maintenance, emergencies
and planned repair of town roads and bridges. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Moved by Louis GrandPre, seconded
by Brenda Bryer. Louis GrandPre, Selectmen, explains the need for
additional monies to complete projects needed in the Town.
Article 5 is adopted.
Art 6: To see if the Tovvn v/ill vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $4.00 to be distributed as follows: Commiunity Kitchen,
$1.00, SV/ Community Services, $1.00, Monadnock Family Services,
$1.00, and Home Health Care S; Community Services, $1.00. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Moved by John Wilczak
to amend Art. 6 and appropriate $1,000 for each service. Seconded
by Meg Cline. Discussion follows. The Admendment fails.
Seconded by John Halter to raise the same amount at last year,
vvhich would be $530 for the Monadnock Family Services, $630 for
the Community Kitchen, $800 for Home Health Care Services, and
$526 for SW Community Services being a grand total of $2,586.
Seconded by John Secco. More discussion foUovv's. Motion on the
Amendment fails. Motion by Brenda Bryer to indefinitely postpone
Art. 6 Seconded by John Halter. Article 5 is indefinitely
postponed.
Art 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $225 for the operation of the Stoddard Conservation
Commission. The Conservation Commission and the Selectmen
recommiend this appropriation. Motion by JoAnne Carr, Seconded by
Harry Power. Article 7 is adopted.
Art 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $970 for the Lay Monitoring Program. The Conservation
Commission and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Mike Meyer and Seconded by JoAnne Carr. Article 8 is
adopted.
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Art 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,500. for the operation and maintenance of the Davis
Library. The Library Trustees and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Motion by Frances Rumrill, Seconded by Louis
GrandPre. Article 9 is adopted.
Art 10; To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,200 for general repairs and maintenance of the Davis
Library. The Library Trustees and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Moved by Frances Rumrill, Seconded by Brenda Bryer.
Brenda describes the work that needs to be done. Article 10 is
^
adopted.
Art 1 1: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1 1Q,475 to defray Town charges for the ensuing year. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Moved by John Halter,
Seconded by Louis GrandPre. John Halter explained the Towns
position at this time. In 1 995 for the first time in many years we
had a surplus of $2,935. In 1996 the surplus was $23,147. Budget
being up only 1-1 1/2 percent. Article 11 is adopted.
Art 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $ 1 8,7 1 5 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire and
Rescue Department for the ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue
Deportment and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Moved by Brian Cahill, Seconded by Bob Grovenstein. Article 12 is
adopted.
Art 13: To see if the Tovvn will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,000 for Antrim ambulance service for the ensuing year.
The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Moved by John Wilder, Seconded by Candy Wilder.
Brian Cahill, Chief, reports there were 35-40 ambulance calls in
Stoddard last year. Artricle 13 is adopted.
Art 14: To see if the Town will vote to acquire a new four-wheel
drive, front line pumper fire engine by authorizing the Selectmen
to sign a lease-purchase agreement which provides that the
$178,000 acquisition cost will be paid as follows:
Acquisition cost $178,000.00
Downpayment 50,000.00
Amount to be financed 128,000.00
Lease term 6 years
Annual payment amount 25,670.00
Current interest rate 5.56S
and to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $25,670. for the first lease payment and to authorize the
withdrawal of $50,000 plus accrued interest from the Capital
Reserve fund created for that purpose, or to take any action
thereon. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Board of
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Moved by Brian Cahill,
Seconded by Joe Sarcione. Brenda Bryer reports that the lease will
have an escape clause. Brian Cahill explains that the 1956 pumper
the Fire Department has now needs to be retired. Extensive
discussion follows. Article 14 is adopted.
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Art 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $25,000 to be placed in the Capital Reserve for the future
purchase of a new four-wheel drive pumper to replace the 1955
F'w'D referred to as Ml. The Fire and Rescue Department and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Brian Cahill mioves that
Article 15 be indefinitely postponed. Seconded by Joe Sarcione.
Article 15 is indefinitely postponed.
Art 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,500 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire
Warden, for the purchase of supplies, equipment, meetings, training
and Forest Fire bills. The Fire Warden and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Moved by Joe Sarcione, Seconded by
John Wilder, Article 16 is adopted.
Art 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,030 as the operating budget for the Stoddard Planning
Board for the ensuing year. The Stoddard Planning Board and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by Pat Campbell,
Seconded by Pat Putnam. Article 17 is adopted.
Art 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $705 for miernbership to the Southwest Region Planning
Commission for the ensuing year. The Stoddard Planning Board and
the Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by Pat
Campbell, Seconded by Pat Putnam. Article 18 is adopted.
Art 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,200 for the operating budget for the Stoddard Zoning
Board of Adjustmient. The Stoddard Zoning Board and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Motion by Beverly Power, Seconded
by Harry Power. Article 19 is adopted.
Art 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $12,500 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Police
Department. The Stoddard Police Department and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Motion by David Vaillancourt,
Seconded by Joe Sarcione. Article 20 is adopted.
Art 21: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to continue a lease agreement established for the purpose of
leasing a Police Cruiser for the Police Department and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $7,602 for the Police Cruiser lease
agreement. This lease contains an escape clause. (Majority vote
required). The Stoddard Police Department and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Motion by David Vaillancourt,
Seconded by Joe Sarcione. David reports there is still 3 more
payments on the Cruiser and very low mileage. Article 21 is
adopted.
Art 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $20,000 to be added to the Shedd Hill Bridge replacement
Capital Reserve Fund established in 1994. (Majority vote required).
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by John
Halter, Seconded by Louis GrandPre. John Halter reports this is the
final Installment on the bridge and that bids will be going out in
the fall. Article 22 is adopted.
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Art 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $9,950 to paint the exterior of the Town Hall including
preparation. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion
by Louis GrandPre explains the need for painting the Tov-.n Hall.
Article 23 is adopted.
Art 24; To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $6,500 for repair of the Tow , Hall roof. The Selectmien
recommend this appropriation. Lou'- SrandPre moves that Article
24 be indefinitely postponed. Seconded by Brenda Bryer. Louis
GrandPre reports that the Selectmen had the roof checked out and
being only 7 years old the shingles were good. The only minor work
that should be done svould be the flashing around the chimney.
Article 24 is indefinitely postponed.
Art 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,400 to replace the roof on the Old Fire Station. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by Louis GrandPre
Seconded by John Halter. Discussion follows. Presently the
building is used for storage for the Fire Department and" the Police
Department can not use the building because it is too wet. More
discussion. Motion made and seconded to limit debate. Agreed to
limit debate. Article 25 is adopted.
Art 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,185 to close bats out of the Town Hall and clean up and
remove bat guano from the belfry. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Motion by Brenda Bryer seconded by Louis GrandPre.
Brenda reports on the bat problem. Article 26 is adopted.
Art 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,350 to install additional lighting in the Town Hall. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by Brenda Bryer,
Seconded by Louis GrandPre, Brenda reports on how difficult it is
to see when different meetings are held in the Town Hall. Article
27 is adopted.
Art 28: Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax
in the Town of Stoddard based on assessed value, for qualified
taxpayers, to be as follows: For a person 65 years of age up to 75
years, $20,000; for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years,
$25,000: for a person 80 years of age or older, $30,000. To
qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at
least 5 years, ovvn the real estate individually or jointly, or if the
real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they must have been
married for at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a
net income of not more than $13,400, or, if married, a combined
net income of less than $20,400; and own net assets not in excess
of $50,000. Under no circumstances shall the amounts of the
exemption for any age category be less then $5,000. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. By Ballot. The Selectmen
recommend this article. Motion by John Halter, Seconded by Brenda
Bryer. On a ballot vote of 96 YES and 4 NO, Article 2S is adopted.
Art 29: To see if the Tovvn Vvill vote to raise and appropriate the
surn of $65,000 to pay for a full revaluation of all of the taxable
land and buildings in the Town for the purposes of tax assessment.
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by Brenda
Bryer, Seconded by John Halter. Brenda Bryer reports our last
revaluation was 1989 and present Market value 130%. The job of
revaluation would go out to bid. Discussion by George Cahill in
favor of the revalue and urge people to vote in favor. Harry Power
proposes and AhENDMENT to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000 to be placed in a Capital Reserve Fund for future revalua-
tion. Seconded by Beverly Power. Discussion follows Moderator
Daniel Eaton steps down to speak against the amendment but urged
to vote for the original motion. Joan Zelasny also speaks in favor
of the motion and reports on Current Use Properties. More dis-
cussion. On a voice vote the Amendment fails. The Moderator calls
for a hand vote on the original motion as it was unclear to him. On
a hand vote of 38 Yes and 40 No, Article 29 fails.
Announcemient: The Bond Hearing for the School Multi-purpose room
will be held on March 28 at 7PM at the Town Hall.
Mary Lou Eaton moves the meeting be adjourned. Seconded by John
Wilder. Meeting adjourned at 9:15PM.
The Moderator calls for all newly elected officers to come forward
and be swown in.
Respectfully submitted:



























F. Donald Jones, Superintendent of Schools
Roxanne S. Wilson, Assistant Superintendent of Schools
James K. Crane, Business Administrator
Frances A. Irvine, Pupil Personnel Director
Mark LaFleur, Head Teacher
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
1998 ELECTION WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District of Stoddard qualified to vote in
District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Stoddard Town Hall in said District
on the 12th day of March 1998 at 7:00 p.m. to act upon the following
subjects:
1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot the following School District officials:
A. One School Board Member - 3 Year Term
B. One Moderator - 1 Year Term
C. One Treasurer - 1 Year Term
D. One Clerk - 1 Year Term
E. One Auditor - 1 Year Term
2. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
approximately $490,000. (four hundred ninety thousand dollars) for the
purpose of designing, construction, renovating, equipping and related fees
and expenses for an addition of a Community/School Room at the James
Faulkner Elementary School; the $490,000. (four hundred ninety thousand
dollars) to be raised by the issuance of bonds or serial notes in accordance
with the provisions of RSA 33; the School Board to determine the terms
and conditions of said bonds or notes; and further to appropriate to the
purposes set forth in the bond issue any interest or income earned, not to
exceed $15,000. (fifteen thousand dollars), on the proceeds from the sale
of bonds. (THIS WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.)
(2/3 Vote required.)
3. To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers chosen.
(THIS WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.) (Majority
vote required.)
4. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and fix
compensation for any other officers or agents of the District. (THIS
WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.) (Majority vote
required.) (The funding for this warrant article IS included in Warrant
Article #5, the operating budget.)
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5. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, and for the payment of salaries of
School District officials and agents and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the District. (THIS WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY
THE SCHOOL BOARD.)
6. To see if the District shall vote to raise $40,000. (forty thousand
dollars) to reduce the general fund deficit pursuant to RSA 189:28-a.
(THIS WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.) (Majority
vote required.) (This appropriation is in addition to Warrant Article #5,
the operating budget.)
7. To choose agents and committees in relation to any subject in the
warrant.
8. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.











The 1997 - 1998 school year can be aptly described as a year of change. New
teaching staff, new school board members, review and revision of policies, and staff
and communication improvements within our SAU have kept us all on our toes and
our noses to the grindstone.
Maggie Sergeant, who joined our staff at a time of crisis last winter renewed
her contract and her commitment to our children this past summer. Louise
Mossberg joined the staff filling the position of French teacher.
As a Board we were able to review, revise and implement policies on Leave
and Grievance Procedures. Administrator/Principal Mark LaFleur presented
administrative and teacher job descriptions which we reviewed and accepted. A core
curriculum was developed by the staff. Under the Board's direction, our SAU
continues diligently to improve communication with the Keene School District.
Changes within the SAU include the resignation of Pupil Personnel Director, Joe
Denning, and the resumption of a quarterly newsletter keeping us informed on
happenings in our district. We welcome Frances Irvine, who returns to SAU #24 in
the position of Pupil Personnel Director.
We would like to thank the Stoddard School Committee on "Options for
School Administration" whose dedicated volunteers provided valuable research and
information which was used by the Board in setting and obtaining some of our goals
this year. We encourage the review of their report which has been included in this
year's Town Report.
Shortly before the holidays, fire code infractions at the school came to the
attention of the Principal, Board members and our Superintendent. The infractions
made the obvious inadequacy of our school facility that much more apparent. All
violations were rectified, some at the expense of the hot lunch program (for a short
time) and some at the continued sacrifices of our children and staff.
Our current elementary population is 57 students. Our current total tuition
population is 49 (4 elementary students attending Washington Elementary School
and 45 students attending the Keene Middle and High schools). Some of us may
wish for these numbers to remain constant. All of us can see the benefits of their
decline, and thereby a decline in our tax dollars spent on our school and our children.
The reality is, as with our community at large, our youth population continues to
change and grow. Planning for our futures and our childrens' futures can only help to
ease the ever present tax burden.
As we look ahead to the inevitable changes of tomorrow, our hope is that the
future will be infused with your ideas, suggestions, commitment and energy. Our







The James M. Faulkner Elementary School has been quite busy this past year.
Here are just a few highlights to let you know what has been going on.
Beginning with the K/1 classroom, these children started with a new teacher mid
year. Miss LeMay joined us in February of 1997. Last spring, Miss LeMay's class
studied some of the following topics: The Solar System, Wetlands, Earth Day, Plants,
Butterflies, and Friendship. During their study of the wetlands, the students worked
hard at making a realistic wetland's bulletin board for their class. The board was a 3-D
representation that was impressive to view. The class did a wonderful job.
Looking back at the 2/3 classroom in the spring of 1997, we find that Mrs.
Hamilton's group worked on a maple sugaring unit, which concluded with a trip to
Stonewall Farm. Teacher aide, Mr. Lagasse, worked with all three classes to plant
seeds and seedlings. Once grown, these plants were then planted by the students, in
the school's flower bed, located in the center of the parking lot. There was also a
school wide study done on butterflies, which concluded with the release of each
classroom's butterflies. Mrs. Hamilton's class spent time studying penguins, sea lions,
and sea otters. They then made a trip to the New England Aquarium, where they got
to see the creatures they had learned so much about.
Mrs. Betz, our art teacher, organized a special trip to see the Leonardo DaVinci
exhibit at the Boston Science Museum. Students had spent quite a bit of time learning
about this very talented man, and all he had accomplished.
The 4/5 classroom was busy studying about Indians, which went along with our
reading of The Indian in the Cupboard . With the help of Mr. Lagasse, each student got
to weave their own Indian style backpack. At the end of the school year, Mr. LaFleur's
class visited the Mt. Kearsarge Indian Museum. The students really enjoyed this trip
as they learned more about, and gained a respect for these early Americans. The big
event of the year was our production of Joseph, and the Amazing. Technicolor
Dreamcoat ! This was a major undertaking, which involved a great deal of support and
effort, by all staff members, and parents. The play was a wonderful success, which
gave us all memories to last a lifetime. I would like to send out a big thank you to all of
you, who made it happen.
We then went through some changes at the Stoddard School. Over the
summer. Miss LeMay was married and became Mrs. Sergeant. Then, two of the
teachers switched classes. Mrs. Hamilton is now teaching the K/1 class, while Mrs.
Sergeant is teaching the 2/3 class.
This past fall, Mrs. Hamilton's Kindergartners have been working on their letters
and numbers, while the First graders worked on addition and subtraction. The entire
class has been learning about Bears, Self-esteem, and Pilgrims.
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Mrs. Sergeant's class started the new school year studying insects, Johnny
Appleseed, Autumn, Pumpkins, Famous Inventors, and holidays. The class had a field
trip to Stonewall Farm to see the growing process of pumpkins. To demonstrate their
knowledge of insects, the students "discovered" their own insects and wrote a detailed
account of it's habitat and lifestyle. These children also made a clay representation of
their insect.
Mr. LaFleur's class started the year with the book The House on Hackman's Hill
for their reading lessons. This most loved book in the class, deals with Egyptian
history, and it's facts and myths. Students engaged in pyramid building, decoding
Hieroglyphics, and making of mummy cases.
Students were placed in groups, which simulated Pilgrim colonies, as the
groups took part in a Pilgrim simulation program. They needed to work together in
order to make their colony survive, as they faced a dangerous sea journey, Indian
attacks, fires, and colonists' deaths. At the end of the program, groups were able to
compare their results to that of the original Pilgrims.
Now that the Pilgrims were in the new world, the class was able to begin their
study of New Hampshire History. They look forward to visiting the New Hampshire
Historical Society, along with the State House.
To coincide with the New Hampshire History unit, the class has begun reading
Farmer Boy , by Laura Ingalls Wilder. The book deals with many tools and methods of
farming from an earlier time period. The main character, Almanzo, is an eight year old
boy, who ends up being Laura's husband.
The students have been learning about "Imaging" in their science lessons.
Each group of four students corresponds with a scientist pen-pal, sharing experimental
results and questions.
I would like to close by mentioning a word of thanks to all of you who help make
the school a success. The P.T.O. has been busy working on plans and projects to
earn some playground equipment for the school. There have also been a number of
parents volunteering their time at the school. Numerous committees have put forth a
lot of time and work to better the school. Together, we can provide the best








"OPTIONS FOR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION'
Purpose of the Committee:
At the Annual Stoddard School Meeting this past March 1997, a committee was formed to
investigate issues related to privatizing the administration of the Stoddard school system (K-
12th grade). The meeting appointed those Stoddard residents listed below to serve on that
committee. The purpose of this report is to share the results of the work of the committee.
The sentiment of the March school meeting was that Stoddard might not be receiving the
necessary educational leadership services to ensure that our elementary school performs at its
optimal level to best serve Stoddard and its children. Some specific issues that were brought to
our attention included the need to strengthen school-community interactions, the continuing need
for a school curriculum, and more detailed school policies and procedures.
Process Used by the Committee:
As an outcome on the committee's first meeting in early April, the School Board approved the
committee's request to broaden the committee's mandate beyond the issue of privatization. The
committee felt that an examination of the wide range of school administration options would
more adequately address concerns raised at the March School Meeting. These options were:
affiliate with another SAU, perform administrative functions solely within Stoddard through
privatization, remain with the current SAU, or a combination of these options.
From April to July, the work of the committee involved quanitf3dng the educational leadership
and support services provided to the school, determining the extent that all possible resources
were being used efficiently, identifying possible gaps in these educational leadership and support
services, and weighing the range of administrative options to address any identified gaps. To
accomplish this, a variety of school documents were reviewed, interviews were held with the
members of the Stoddard School Board, the Superintendent of the SAU, with the Stoddard
Elementary School Head Teacher and other teachers. Public presentations were made at
monthly school board meetings at which time additional comments were received.
Findings of the Committee:
Under Stoddard's current system of educational leadership and support, SAU #24 provides a
range of services to the school. The Elementary School Head Teacher provides some
administrative services in addition to his full-time job as the grade 4-5 teacher.
The committee's subsequent discussions with the SAU #24 Superintendent and the Stoddard
Elementary School Head Teacher, and after a review of documents provided by the SAU, seem to
reinforce a need for updated policies and procedures. The committee was concerned that the
Head Teacher's administrative job description made no reference to educational leadership
matters; i.e. development of a coordinated and integrated school-wide curriculum, overall
supervision, evaluation, and development of teachers, interaction with town residents and
officials, recommendations on major educational issues to the School Board and other regular
school leadership matters. This job description more clearly characterized secretarial functions.
The committee was greatly impressed that the Head Teacher was performing some tasks that
were clearly beyond his written job description. Similarly, the description of SAU
responsibilities did not appear to clearly indicate who had primary responsibilities for
curriculum and teacher supervision and development. The committee was told by the
Superintendent that the SAU cannot provide additional services beyond the 10% of overall time
provided to Stoddard in the agreement with the SAU. To date, according to the Superintendent,
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much of that time and more has been devoted to "fire-fighting" issues rather than longer term
educational development matters. Clearly, there were management gaps in the system.
Recommendations for Administration:
The committee examined the various administration options available and provisionally
excluded the following:
1. Perform administrative functions solely within Stoddard
In summary, the economies of scale with such a small school preclude this option.
It would simply be too expensive. Stoddard would need a principal/superintendent
to perform overall administration for the school and to satisfy state educational
requirements. We receive about $30,000 in grants (in return for our $56,000
payment to SAU #24); to duplicate this, we would need a skilled grant writer.
Other services currently performed by the SAU would also need to be performed
within Stoddard. Our pool of people for teacher health insurance and other benefits
would be smaller and would likely raise premiums. There are other, non-
financial considerations; without outside educational inputs (provided by the SAU),
Stoddard might risk not being exposed to the most recent trends in education in
New Hampshire and in general.
2. Affiliate with another SAU.
It appears that SAU #24 provided educational services at less expense than other
potential SAU's. Affiliating with Keene or another SAU would likely increase
expenses, the return on these increased expenses might not warrant the change in
SAU's.
A remaining option was additional educational management time provided by the SAU beyond
the contracted 10% of time. This was not an option based on what the committee was told by the
Superintendent. The remaining option was to provide additional educational management
resources from directly within the school.
Consequently, the committee narrowed its recommendation to two:
1. Hire a part-time principal to solely focus on school educational management issues.
Assign the Head Teacher with certain management functions.
OR
2. Re-configure the teaching time of the current Head Teacher and other school
personnel so that the Head Teacher (more appropriately referred to as the Principal)
has sufficient time to handle management matters.
Next Steps:
The findings of this committee were presented to the Stoddard School Board at its regular July
1997 meeting. Implementation of the findings of this committee is now with the School Board
including the finalization of preferred school administration options together with new job
descriptions, pay scales, etc., and preparation of documents and budgets for the March 1998 Town
School Meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Lynne Jarest John Halter
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November 2, 199 7
TO: SUPERVISORY UNIT //24
P. 0. BOX 2417
HENNIKER, NH 03242-2417
I hereby certify that I have examined all records of
the Treasurer of the School District of Stoddard for
the fiscal year ending June 30. 1997 and find them
correct in all aspects.
Virginia R./GrandPre'
StQjddard School Auditor
P. 0. Box 261
Stoddard, NH 03464-0261
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The 1997 School Warrant Meeting was opened at the Stoddard Town
Hall on March 6, 1997 at 7:06 p.m. by Moderator Daniel Eaton.
Present at the meeting from the Stoddard School Board were
Chairman Mary Lou Eaton, Brenda Howard, Marline Leotta (also
acting as Clerk.) Present from SAU #24 were Superintendent Donald
Jones, Business Administrator James Crane, Special Education
Director Joseph Denning and Special Education Secretary Linda
Smith. Present from the Stoddard School Staff was Mark LaFleur,
Head Teacher.
Article 1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot the following School
District officials:
A. One School Board Member - 3 year term
B. One School Board Member - 1 year term
B
.
One Moderator - 1 year term
C. One Treasurer - 1 year term
D. One Clerk - 1 year term
E. One Auditor - 1 year term
Marline Leotta moved that the polls be open until 8:30 p.m. or
the close of the meeting whichever occurs last. The motion was
seconded by Mary Lou Eaton. Nancy Cressy asked that the polls be
kept open fifteen minutes after the meeting closed. Marline and
Mary Lou agreed. Motion carried unanimously by voice vote.
Moderator Daniel Eaton called a ten minute voting recess to
allow those present to vote. The recess was over and the meeting
called to order at 7:37 p.m.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of approximately $300,000.00 (three hundred
thousand dollars) for the purpose of designing, construction,
renovating, equipping and related fees and expenses for an
addition of a Multipurpose Room at the James Faulkner Elementary
School; the $300,000.00 (three hundred thousand dollars) to be
raised by the issuance of bonds or serial notes in accordance with
the provisions of RSA 33; the School Board to determine the terms
and conditions of said bonds or notes; and further to appropriate
to the purposes set forth in the bond issue any interest or income
earned, not to exceed $10,000.00 (ten thousand dollars), on the
proceeds from the sale of bonds. It is the intention of the
School Board to recess this portion of the meeting to April 17,
1997 to take up this article. Brenda Howard moved that this
warrant article be recessed until April 17, 1997. Mary Lou Eaton
seconded the motion.
Discussion followed. Mary Lou explained the recess was
being sought because the final figure given to the Board was
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not $300,000.00 as anticipated, but over $400,000.00. The
Board is hoping with more time a better figure can be worked
out.
Denise Pratt outlined the action taken up to this time by
the Multipurpose Room Committee including its decision to hire
a Contract Manager. His $450,000.00 figure was more than
expected. The committee is committed to bringing the town a
project to vote on in April.
Jim Crane, Business Administrator for SAU 24 outlined
repayment schedules for a $300,000.00 and a $400,000.00 bond at
5.4% interest. The project would be eligible for 30% state
aide. The first year level principal payment on a $400,000.00
bond would be $12,900.00 or $.11 per thousand valuation. After
that principal and interest payments would cost $.41 per
thousand. The first year level principal payment on a
$300,000.00 bond would be $9,675.00 or $.08 per thousand. The
next year would be $.31 per thousand and reduce 2^ each year
for ten years
.
After more discussion concerning possible uses and need for
the room, motion passed on a voice vote.
ARTICLE 3. Marline moved and Brenda seconded that the District
accept the reports of agents, auditors, committees and officers as
printed in the Annual Report. Motion carried on a voice vote.
ARTICLE 4 . Mary Lou moved and Brenda Howard seconded that the
District set the salaries of the School Board and the compensation
for other officers and agents as included in the 1997-98 budget as
follows
:
School Board Members: $200.00 @ ; Chair @ $250.00
Treasurer: $42 0.00
Moderator: $ 40.00
District Clerk: (annual meeting $ 60.00
District Clerk: (for the year) $225.00
Auditor: $ 25,00
Motion carried by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 5. Mary Lou Eaton moved that the District raise and
appropriate the sum of $728,238.00 (seven hundred twenty-eight
thousand, two hundred thirty-eight dollars) for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries of School District officials
and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the
district. Brenda seconded the motion.
Paul Dionne moved to amend the appropriated sum to $721,413.
Jean Adams seconded the motion. Paul explained that he had been
told that $15,000.00 was to transport one three year old on the
Washington side of Stoddard to Hillsborough. Paul talked to Allen
Williams of Hillsborough Taxi Service, and Williams will do it for
$9,000.00. Joe Denning, Special Education Coordinator, said two
others needed transportation and expressed concern that the
$9,000.00 figure might not be firm. Marline asked Joe if he would
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contact Mr.
voice vote.
Williams. Joe said he will. Amendment failed on a
Original motion passed on a voice vote.
ARTICLE 6. Mary Lou Eaton moved that Article 6 be indefinitely
postponed. Brenda Howard seconded. Motion carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 7. Provides for any other business to come before the
Meeting. Daniel Eaton brought up a proposal voiced three years
ago to change to a private school system in Stoddard. A committee
was formed at that time but did not meet or bring in a report.
Dick Betz offered to chair a committee on the topic. Danny asked
for volunteers to work on a committee to investigate the
establishment of a charter school in Stoddard. Lynne Jarest,
Penny Betz, John Halter and Nancy Cressy volunteered to serve on
the committee.
Mary Lou Eaton moved to adjourn the meeting except for the
purposes of voting. The motion was seconded by Brenda Howard.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 8:15 p.m. except
for the purposes of voting. Polls closed at 8:31 p.m."
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TALLY OF VOTES ON ARTICLE 1
SCHOOL BOARD for three years
Mary Lou Eaton 40
Lynne M. Jarest 42
SCHOOL BOARD for one year
Carol Clark 24













RECESSED MEETING OF MARCH 6, 1 997 TO APRIL 1 7, 1 997
April 17, 1997
Minutes
MINUTES ARE NOT OFFICIAL UNTIL APPROVED AT THE NEXT SCHOOL BOARD MEETING.
Present at the 7:00 p.m. meeting held at the Stoddard Town Hall were Superintendent Don Jones;
Pupil Personnel Director Joe Denning; Business Manager Jim Crane; School Board Members
Brenda Howard, Denise Pratt, and Lynne Jarest; Head Teacher Mark LaFleur; and Clerk Marline
Leotta. Jim Delisle of Ferd Construction, Inc. and Bill Jean of Team Design were present. Daniel
Eaton was Moderator.
Moderator Daniel Eaton opened the meeting at 7:07 p.m. John Seco led the Pledge of
Alligiance. Dan read Warrant Article # Z:
Shall the District raise and appropriate the sum of $489,840.00(four hundred eighty-nine
thousand, eight hundred and forty dollars) for the purpose of designing, construction,
renovating, equipping and related fees and expenses for an addition of a Multipurpose Room at
the James Faulkner Elementary School; the $489,840.00(four hundred eighty-nine thousand,
eight hundred and forty dollars) to be raised by the issuance of bonds and serial notes in
accordance with the provisions of RSA 33; the School Board to determine the terms and
conditions of said bonds or notes; and further to appropriate o the purposes set forth in the
bond issue any interest or income earned, not to exceed $10,000.00(ten thousand dollars), on
the proceeds from the sale of bonds.
Lynne Jarest moved that: the District raise and appropriate the sum of $489,840.00(four
hundred eighty-nine thousand, eight hundred and forty dollars) for the purpose of designing,
construction, renovating, equipping and related fees and expenses for an addition of a Multipurpose
Room at the James Faulkner Elementary School; the $489,840.00(four hundred eighty-nine
thousand, eight hundred and forty dollars) to be raised by the issuance of bonds and serial notes in
accordance with the provisions of RSA 33; the School Board to determine the terms and conditions of
said bonds or notes; and further to appropriate to the purposes set forth in the bond issue any
interest or income earned, not to exceed $10,000.00(ten thousand dollars), on the proceeds from
the sale of bonds.
Brenda Howard seconded the motion. Dan opened the meeting for discussion.
Discussion began with Denise Pratt reviewing the project. Discussion ensued about costs,
uses, and impact on taxes. Finally Brian Michaud moved to end debate. Brenda Bryer seconded the
motion which passed unanimously. Voting began at 8:05 p.m. Dan declared the polls closed at 9:07
p.m., and the ballots were counted immediately.
One Hundred thirty-six ballots were cast. There were 85(eighty-five) "yeses" and
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To the Citizens of Henniker, Stoddard and Weare:
As Superintendent of Schools of SAU #24 I am pleased to provide the
following report.
I am sure that we all are acutely aware and interested in what and how our
young people are engaged in during their school careers. The fact that we all must be
accountable for the progress and timeliness of the educational program that we are
providing for the communities is essential if we are to continually improve as
Districts and at the state and national levels.
The school boards, administrators, teachers, staffs and all of the wonderful
volunteers are continually striving to expect more from the students. We are seeking
out best practices and strategies that have proven to raise expectations and require
more from all of us. As you know from your own experiences with your children or in
projects that you are engaged in at your workplace, progress and excellent end
results are not accomplished without teamwork and cooperation. We need to
continually support each other's motivation to assist the students to become all they
can be.
The consistent commitment and support that we make now, both emotionally
and financially, will assist us to ensure that the youth of our communities will be
prepared to lead our country in the future.
The Business and Industry Association of New Hampshire has recommended
in their An Agenda For Continued Economic Opportunity in New Hampshire
publication of 1996 that "data and experience suggest that the future prosperity of
New Hampshire and its residents is directly related to the effectiveness of our
educational system." We must invest in the future of our state; together we can
continue to provide pertinent opportunities for economic, educational and
environmental excellence.
We welcome your input, please contact us if you have any comments or





SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #24
HENNIKER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03242
98/99 BUDGET
ACCOUNTS





Treasurer's Salary $1,850.00 $1,850.00 $1,900.00
Treasurer's FICA $144.00 $144.00 $145.00
Treasurer's Supplies $450.00 $500.00 $500.00
Legal Fees $500.00 $500.00 $600.00
Auditors $1,800.00 $1,800.00 $1,700.00
Out of Union Travel $1,600.00 $1,700.00 $0.00
General Supplies $5,700.00 $6,200.00 $6,500.00
Travel $4,200.00 $4,200.00 $3,000.00
Periodicals $750.00 $800.00 $900.00
Inservice Education $1,500.00 $1,850.00 $1,900.00
Additional Equipment $0.00 $0.00 $200.00
Administrative Salaries $202,788.00 $207,971.00 $217,660.00
Administrative Health $13,990.00 $13,421.00 $14,200.00
Administrative Life/LTD/Dental $1,769.00 $3,721.00 $4,114.00
Administrative Retirement $8,125.00 $8,489.00 $10,627.00
Administrative FICA $15,513.00 $13,615.00 $14,241.00
Advertising $700.00 $800.00 $800.00
Dues & Fees $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,800.00
Workers' Compensation $3,500.00 $4,000.00 $4,000.00
Unemployment Compensation $500.00 $500.00 $500.00
School Board Liability Ins. $572.00 $650.00 $600.00
Fidelity Bond $340.00 $340.00 $600.00
Contingency $150.00 $150.00 $150.00
Petty Cash $100.00 $100.00 $100.00
Postage $3,300.00 $3,700.00 $4,200.00
Office Staff Salaries $146,872.00 $152,134.00 $155,219.00
Office Staff Health $21,933.00 $23,102.00 $24,768.00
Office Staff Life/LTD/Dental $2,699.00 $3,633.00 $4,531.00
Office Staff Retirement $4,994.00 $5,096.00 $7,143.00
Office Staff FICA $11,236.00 $11,639.00 $12,143.00
Overtime & Sub. Pay $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $2,500.00
Computer Materials $1,500.00 $1,600.00 $1,600.00
Custodial Services $2,750.00 $2,750.00 $2,800.00
Custodial Supplies $450.00 $450.00 $500.00
Rent-Building $17,400.00 $18,270.00 $19,118.00
Electricity $2,350.00 $2,350.00 $2,350.00
Telephone $9,500.00 $9,750.00 $9,750.00
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NET SAU ASSESSMENT $497,100.00 $511,900.00 $533,234.00
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PROPERTY VALUATIONS AND TAXES
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PROPERTY VALUATIONS AND TAXES
TAX INFORMATION
TAX RATES - PER $1,000.00 ASSESSMENT
1991 1992 1995 1994 1995 1996 1997
TOWN 2.13 2.11 1.59 2.33 2.32 2.15 2.10
SCHOOL 3.70 4.89 5.71 5.30 5.23 5.67 5.78
COUNTY 1.65 1.61 1.69 1.73 2.10 1.91 2.05
TOTAL TAX $7.48 $8.61 $8.99 $9.36 $9.65 $9.73 $9.91
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
.15 .23 .11 .16 .11
EQUALIZATION RATE
1991 1992 1995 1994 1995 1996 1997
114% 123% 123% 118% 150% 120% 115%
Eq ualization Rate : Each year the Selectmen complete a report for the Department of Revenue
Adml nistration. This report list all the properties sold i n Stoddard for the past year vith
the sale price. The Selectmen must report the Assessed Val uation of the property and note if
the sales vas within a family. Based on this information the Department Of Revenue
Administration calculates the percentage of Assessed Value to Market Value. Stoddard
Assessed Val ue has been greater than Market Val ue si nee 1991.
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TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
AADALEN, RICHARD J &. SHARON
AADALEN, RICHARD J Ss SHARON
AADALEN.SHARONP
ABBOTT, ELMONT E 8, NANCY G
ABBOTT, ELtiONT E Ss NANCY G




ABERT, THOMAS D. S^ SUSAN R.
ADAMS, JOHN H
ADAMS, RICHARD S. S. PATRICIA
ADAMS, RICHARD S. & PATRICIA
ADAMS, ROBERT E & PATRICIA L
ADAMS, ROBERT E S; PATRICIA L




ALL AND, STUART E
ALLEN, QUINCY L & ANNIE L
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA
AMES, ANNEM
AMISANO, SCHILLER & SKIDMORE
ANDERSON, BERTHA, ESTATE %
ANDORRA FOREST LIMITED
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP 95
ANDORRA FOREST LP 9S
ANDORRA FOREST LP 95
ANDORRA FOREST LP 95
ANDORRA FOREST LPSS
ANDORRA FOREST LP 95
ANDORRA FOREST 95 SCHADLER,
ANTONELLI, JOHN A S^ JEAN T
APRILE, ANTHONY J CCOL) S^
ARRIA,CARMELL0M5k
ATA, NABIL Si NANETTE
ATHEARN, RUTH &. CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH &. CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH S^ CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATKINSON, GARY S. 5i IRENE M.
ATKINSON, L AND IS V
ATKINSON, LAND IS V, III 5^
ATKINSON, L AND IS V,', III &
ATTESI, DAVID J & BERN lER,
ATTESI, DAVID J S; BERN lER,
l33-18/V/F,TFDUJrE1,BLi:G
133-20./WF,TFDU]T3E




41 5- 29 & 30 / V','F,CP UJT,BL:G
101-010/HLSUDTS116,MH&SHD
423-08 / HIGH ST LAND, BLCG3
423- 09 /HIGH ST LAND, BLCG
1 34- 24S. 43 ,.' WF,TFD U:T 1 2,BLCGS
118-21 /WHri'Lar33,BLD3
118-22/WHTYU3T34
1 36- 39 / WF,TFD LOT B4,BLCGS
1 36- 40, 41 , 42 / WF,TFD LOTS B5,B6
1 27-22 /VVF>i,ND RD LOT,BLCGS
108-09/HLDUDT27eA
1 08- 1 2 / HLD UJT 274
1 22- 08 / WHTY LOT 3CW,BLCGS
1 26-42 /SHRU]T,BLDG
108- 15./HLD LOT 271
1 30- 02 /RT 123 UJT
124-13/V;T,LSUUOT8,BLCG
131- 10/ RT 123 LOT
42 1-23/ BBR LOT
1 38-37 /SPB:LD UJT 2,BLCGS
41 4-23 /OFR LAND
41 5- 08 TO 1 1 / BACKLAND OFF CP
41 0- 06 /TF^OORSHED B/D(card2)
41 0-06 /CARDirJG MILL B/D (card 3)
407-01 & 02 /RTE 123 LAND
41 0-06 /SUGAR HJLBE B/0 (cand 4)
410-06/NIMSBARNB,'D
41 0-06,09;41 5- 1 4j41 7-03 /CPR/RT 1 23
41 0-09 /CAMP CS FOND B/0(card 4
41 0- 09 / r^rCELL hBE B/0 (card 3)
407-02 / PITCHER MTN FARM B/0




1 23-09 /V'.'HTY LOT 49
118-23/WHn'LOT35
420- 1 1 / RT 9 LAND
420-16.1 /RT5 9/123LOT,BLCGS
420-1 6.2 /ROBB LAND
420-17.01 /RTE9









TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
ATTESI, DAVID J & BERN lER,






BAILEY, HARRY A & NANCY N
BAILEY, LEON V &. MARILYNN L
BAKER, GEORGE A &. ELMA E
BAKER, KENDALL & ELIZABETH
BAKUN, DAVID E
BALD IN I, DONALD J. & ELLYN C.
BALLOU, F HAROLD
BALLOU, GARY F& JASON
BALSIS, ROBERT J i?^ DIANE, RE1
BALSIS, ROBERT J S^ DIANE, RE2








BARRETT, JOHN J &. JANICE B
BARTLETT, CHARLES M
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD V S^
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD V &
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD \,' &.




BECKLEY, JESSIE I, ETALS
BECKVITH, RALPH V &. HARRIET
BEESO, MICHAEL & RITA
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A 3^ SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A $< SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A &. SHARON
BEL ANGER, MICHAEL R &. HE IN,
BELL, JOHN R& CAROLYN A
BELOVi'SKI, ADAM J & BEVERLY
BELTZ, V,' ILL IAM R. & FRANCES
BELTZ, VILLI AM R. & FRANCES
BENEDICT, PAUL
BENEDICT, RICHARD 3^ JOAN,
BENNETT, GERDA A, ETALS
BENNETT, GERDA A & ROGER
BERGERON, DORIS S 3. ANNETTE
BERNAGOZZI, ARM AND E, JR.
BERN lER, CARMEN
BERNIER, GERARD L & SUZANNE J
BERNIER, RICHARD, SR a
BERNIER, ROBERT & ANGELINA M























































1 2 / RT 9 LAND
1 8 / HLD LOT 262

















022 /HLS LOT 388
03/SLELan51,BLDG5
28& 29 / MRCGH LTS 1 3,1 4JBIUS
29/WF,TFDU[m3,BLCGS
19/BACKWNDOFFBBR
21 / HLD LOT 236,255,234:1,65
28 /HLD LOT 88
1 2 / HLD UDT 232
09/l/3WBERNIER&LA\'DIE
03 / HLD LOT 292
04/ HLD LOT 291
02/HLDU]rr218
01 /PRUCTDRLAND(1/2I^^")
Z7&. 38 /V/F,TFD LOTS LI ,L1A,BLDGS
29/SBRL0T,BL[G3




52 / HLD LOT 1 8A







074 / V,'F,HLS LOT S53,BLDGS








TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVfJER OF RECORD TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTIOH ACRES ACRES
BETZ, RICHARD L &. PENELOPE V,'
BEVERSTOCK, CAROLINE
BE2I0, PHILIP L 5s BONNIE L
BILLS.OLGASi ARTHURS
BIONDINO, RALPH R Si JUNE M
BIONDINO, RALPH R &. JUNE M
BISSELL, JAMES H
BISSELL, JAMES H C/0 RENO,
BISSET, JOHN V S<. BARBARA E
BIXBY, ROBERT C & V.'ENDY SUE
BLACK IE, HAROLD
BLAIR, ROBERT G., Ill $< ELLEN M.
BLAISDELL, JR. RAYMOND A. & 422- 1 2 .' RT 9 LAND, BLCGS 13.7 106.7
BLOCK, STANLEY A & CLAIRE V,'
BLCMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE
BLOOD, ELTON V,', SR 5. JEAN E
BLOOD, ELTON V, SR & JEAN E
BLOOD, ELTON V,', SR & JEAN E
BODELL, DR. BENSON & RUTH
BODGE, FREDERICK A5s
BONCZAR, MICHAEL P & JOANNE




BOULEY, LEO A & VIOLETTE M,
BOURASSA, KIMBERLY
BOURN, RODNEY E S^ HELEN M
BOV/MAN, ROBERT G, TRUSTEE
BOV/RING, MARGARET
BOV,''RING, MARGARET
BRAGG, LESTER Si. ELIZABETH A
BR ANON, BRIAN S; LOR I
BREAULT, DAVID L &. KATHERINE
BREAULT, DAVID L & KATHERINE
BRETON, FREDERICK S. & SHEILA
BRICKSTONE MASONS, INC.
BRIERE, CAROLE A
BRCOKMAN, ROBERT S. MATTHEV
BRCOKMAN, ROBERT S<. MATTHEV/
BRCOKMAN, ROBERT & MATTHEV
BROOKS, JAMES C 3^ NANCY V,'
BROOKS, JAMES C S^ NANCY V
BROVN, RICHARD C
BROVN, RICHARD C
BRUNELLE, MAURICE E &
BRUNELLE, MAURICE E &.
BRYER, JAMES H S<. BRENDA J
BSG & COMPANY
BUCELEVICZ, VILLIAM &
BUGBEE, LEON & MASTRIANNI, D
BULL, AVIS I.
BUNKER,DANIEL V. JR.
1 27-49 /V,'F/,ND RD LOT,BLCGS
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
BUNKER, GENE R & ROSANHE M
BUNKER, GENE R. Z< ROSE ANN
BUNN, RICHARD B Ss PRISCILLA B
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRISCILLA B
BURDETT, MICHEAL JAMES &
BURKE, JOHN KELLY
BURKE, STEPHEN E & MARIE C
BURR, HAROLD L Si MARGO M
BURT, CHARLES R
BURTON, RICHARD A & CYNTHIA
BUSH, CHARLES R S^ SANDRA A
BUSH, J Si A Si LABRIE, A Si T
BUSH, RAYMOND B Si FRANCES J
BYRNE, MARY E
BYRNE, MARY E
CAHILL, BRIAN V,' Si DONNA
C AH ILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) Si
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) Si
CAHILL, GEORGE F,JR(DR) Si
CALL, MARY L
CALL IN AN, V,' ILL I AM & KUEGLER,
CAMERON, JAMES D Si BECKY M
CAMPAGNA, JOSEPH A. JR. Si
CAMPBELL, DONALD
CAMPBELL, PATRICIA M.
CAMPBELL, ROBERT H S^ ROSLYN





CARLISLE, ARNOLD H & PAULINE
CARLISLE, DALE Si CAROL
CARLISLE, DENNIS VAYNE Si
CARLISLE, DENNIS V/AYNE Si
CARLISLE, DON D. Si KERRY L.
CARLISLE RESTORATION LUMBER
CARLOTTO REALTY TRUST
CARLSON, RUSSELL R, JR Si
CARLSONS STEELE
CARLSON, VILLI AM A Si
CARROLL, DANIEL J. S^ ROSALLA
CARROLL, DAVID Si DIANE
CARUSO, GAILR
CASTOR, MARILYN N.
CASTOR, SUSAN J; TRUSTEE
CASV.'ELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE
CAS'v.'ELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE
CAVALLERO, RICHARD Si LYNN
CAVALLERO, RICHARD Si LYNN
CAVALLERO, RICHARD Si LYNN
CECE, ELIZABETH J
CERQUA, RICHARD J Si JERI M





1 02-034/ HLSUJT 5 100
120- 07/ FRUITS
1 1 7- 1 7 / HID LOT 23
1 03-08 /V,'F,HL3 L0TS502,BLCG
1 22- 1 / WHTY UDT 30C,MHS.SHED




- 065 Si 066 / V'/F,HLS 544,345,BLC(S
111-31 /HLDU3T162
111-32/HLDL0T137
1 26- 1 9 / RT 1 23 U0T,BLCG5
41 0-08;41 1 - 1 0;41 4- 1 0,1 3,1 5,1 6,1 9,20,
41 9-042, 05.1 S. 05.2 / RDBB LAND Si BCfVLE
41 4- 1 8 / BOOTRUS LAND Si CAMP
1 3 1 - 30 / MRCGH 1 8, 1 9,MH,BLDG
1 27-02 / V.'KTY RD Lm",BL[:G3
1 1 8- 1 6Sk 1 8 / V/HTV UJT 26,27,BLCGS
1 34-34/WF,TFD LOT J1 7,BL[X33
126-37/SHRU0r,BLCGS
1 29- 1 / RT 1 23 Lar,BLCGS
112-03/WF,HLDUDT323
138-21 /•,VFi3LUjfT,BLCG
1 39-46 / WF,PI^LR LOT 1 7,BLCGS





1 28- 1 1 / K3 UJT,BLCGS
410-11 /
120-06/FRUJr4,BLCG
421-1 1.2 /RT 9 LAND
1 01 -049 /WF,HLS U]TS29,BLDGS
116-22/HLDUJT98
116-24/HLDUJr96
1 27-37 /V/F/^HD RD UJT, BLCGS
42 1-9.2 /STAPLES LOT 2
126-18/RT123UOT,BLCG
1 24- 02 Si 32 / V,'F,LSU UJT 2 1 ,BLDG
415-20/WF,CPUOT,BLDGS
104-04/V,'F,HLLOT,BLCC
1 07-07 /HLD UJT 210
1 1 9-23 /vVF,JLD UJT 25,BLCG
1 04-30 /\VF,HL BEACH UOT
105-41 /WF,PCLOT,BLCGS





TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVWER OF RECORD TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTIOH ACRES ACRES
CHAGNON, NANCY G
CHAGNON, THOMAS & NANCY
CHAMBERLAIN, CHRISTOPHER S
CHAMBERLAIN, MARILYN
CHAMPAGNE, NORMAN L &
CHAMPNEY, ALAN M. &. PAMELA
CHAMPNEY, JAMES E, JR &
CHAMPNEY, MARK A & LISA D.
CHAMPNEY, RONALD E &. AMY
CHANDLER, VICTORIA; ETALS
CHANDLER, VICTORIA; ETALS
CHANDLER, V ILL I AM E&
CHANDLER, V,' ILL IAM E &
CHAPMAN, LEON A E S. BURNO,
CHARETTE, GERALD F 5s
CH ARTIER, JAMES & TERRY
CHASE, VILLI AM R
CHEKIJIAN,HRACH
CHEKIJIAN,HRACH





CHULAK, MAJOR IE TRUSTEE
CHULAK, MARJORIE TRUSTEE
CICHOVSKI, HENRY T & JENNIE
CICHOV/SKI, HENRY T S^ JENNIE
CIRIELLO, JOHN L. Sk MARY ANN
CLARK, DENNIS $<. CAROL
CLARK, DOROTHY L
CLARK, FRANK 5^ PATRICIA N
CLARK, JOHN A 3^ PAULINE V
CLARK, LEV,' IS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEVIS A S; JEAN B
CLARK, LEVIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEVIS A& JEANB
CLARK, LEVIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, PATRICIA E (MCMAHON)
CLARK, ROBERT H &. ELIZABETH R
CLARK, ROBERT H &. ELIZABETH R
CLENNEY, LOVARD ESTATE
CLIFFORD, TIMOTHY M
CLINE, JOSHUA & CARR, JOANNE
CLINE, MARGARET B.





COHEN, HERBERT S^ PHYLLIS G
COHEN, SUSAN M S^ TOD ALAN
COLASURDO, MICHAEL J &. DIANE
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H 3^
115-81 .' HLD urn 09,BLCGS
115-82/HLDLaT108,FND
41 1-12. 12,'CftR LAND
1 1 6- 26 &27 / HLD UJTS 70,7 1 , BLDGS
lG7-13/HLDL0fn52
118-03/ VVHTy UIiT 45,MH^HEDS




422- 07.7/ OCR BCKLAND
1 37-82 /RT 9 LOT
I37-83/RT9UJT




1 23-08 /WHT/ LOT 48
123-10/VVHrY'L0T50
131-07/RT123UJT,BLCG
1 01 -057& 058 / VvT,HIJ5S37,S38,BLDG
121 -22.6 /PRE LOT 17
113-13 /V,'F,V/S.H LOT 4,BLCG
ii3-i8/wFj::ftRRUjr7
1 01 - 1 22S.1 23 / HLS LOTS S31 5^31
6
101-079&080/WF,HLS
1 1 3-35 / WF,CARR UOT 1 0,BLDGS
11 3-36 /V.'FjCftRR LOTH
121-10/VVF,FRMNU]T6,BLCG
128-09/RT123UIT,BLCGS









1 05- 02 / WF,CARR UJTI 5B,BLI:G





41 9- 07.2 / TARBOK RD LAND,BLCGS
420- 05. 1 / C^m' RD LAND, BLDGS
109- 05 /HLD LOT 264
109-06/ HLD Uir 265
109-07 /HLD LOT 266
121-12/ W,FRMNUJr8,BLDG
103-11 /WF,HLSU]n" 5804
424-32 /ARtOA'D LOT, BLCGS

























































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVHER OF RECORD TAX MAP « / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H S<.
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H Si
COLE, CALVIN C, SR & GLADYS V
COLE, EDVARD C & JOANNE C
COLLIER, FRANK M & RITA M
COLLIER, STEPHEN M
COMFORT, LAVRENCE & MARY
COMMUNITY OF ST. JOHN, THE
CONDON, ROBERT J & MELINDA B
CONGDON, Y,' ILL I AM S. & JUNE
CONGDON, V,' ILL I AM S. &. JUNE
CONGDON, Y,' ILL 1AM S & JUNE;
CONGREVE, Yi' ILL 1AM & JEAN V
C0NKLIN,DY,'1GHTE.





COOK, JOHN Y,'<?i VERA M
COREL AND, LAVRENCE M. &.
CORDNER, KENNETH, JR & ALMA
COREY, JAMES A &. BEVERLY R
CORRIEVEAU, Y.'ARREN PETER
COSKER, JOHN & LINDA
COSTANZO, LAV IN A S; ETALS
COSTELLO, JOHN & GENEVIEVE
COST IN, DAVID, JR &. CLAIRE S
COTTER, BERNARD P &. AGNES
COTTER, TIMOTHY J &
COTTON FAMILY TRUST, THE
COURTEMANCHE, ROGER L &
COX, V/ILLIAMT&,HA2ELM
COYNE, JOHN D. $, COHEN,
CRES3Y, JOHN E &. NANCY J
CRESSY, JOHN E & NANCY J
CRISMAN, JAMES H <^ PATRICIA
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA
CROAN, PETER B
CROCKETT, CYNTHIA M
CROTEAU, JOHN S^ JO ANN M,
CULLEN, THOMAS, JAMES S^
CURNUTTE, JAMES R.&
CURRAN, JAMES M
CURR AN, JAMES M.
CURRAN, JAMES M




GUSHING, KAREN A. ^
CUSHNA, BRUCE R &. ELIZABETH R
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R
CUSHNA, BRUCE R S^ ELIZABETH R
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R
135-49/BEA:H(1/9irn-)
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES







CYR, GERALD P. Ss CATHERINE A.
DAHLING, ALBERT C
DANIELS, GORDON & LAURA
DARCY, JAMES T, JR 5i SUSAN A
DARDANI^NOELH,
DAVIDSON, JOHN & JOAN
DAVIS, BRIAN
DAVIS, JAMES H & SANDRA C,
DAVIS, JEFFERY A. & DAVIS,
DAVIS, JOHN R& ELINOR H
DAVIS, ROBERTA R.
DEANGELIS,EDSONR.
DELANO, NORMAN J & HAZEL
DELUDE, RICHARD A.
DEM AS I, ANDREV&GALE
;
DEMATTEO, STEPHEN P, JR &
DEMATTEO, STEPHEN P, JR Sv
DEMEOLA, VILLI AM & PATRICIA
DEMERS, DAVID C C/O SMITH,
DEMERS, DAVID C C/O SMITH,
DEMERS, DAVID C & MARCIA R
DEPIERREFEU, ALAIN Y
DERMANOUELIAN, ARAM
DESROSIERS, REED B. &. APRYLLE
DEVEAU, ALBERT R & DORIS I
DICK, CYNTHIA, J
DICORCIA, ARLENE
DIDONATO, JAMES A &. CYNTHIA
DIEHL, DAVID C Si LORELEI S






DIFRONZO, J AN ICE T
DIGIACOMO, ANTHONY D&
DILUZIO, CHARLES N Si
DINES, JOSEPH & SYLVIA
DIONNE, PAUL J. & PAMELA R.
DIONNE, PAUL J S. PAMELA R
DOLE, ALBERT & VENDIG, BONNIE




DOODY, ROBERT E, JR & LEIGH M
DOOLITTLE, CHERYL A
41 7- 02 / BiCKLAND OFF BOULDER RD
417-06/BACKWND




1 01 -046 /WF,HLS L0TS26,BLCG
1 21 -22.8 / WF,FRE UJT 1 3,BLDG3
421-08/G[^YUOT7,BLDGS
422- 1 5.1 / RT 9 LAND,BLDGS,MH




1 22- 27 / WF;,VHTY LOT 2,BLDGS
1 38- 1 9,20,40,41 ,42 /WF,GL ACCESS
139-21 /C,VUjr,BLCGS
1 02-059 /\VF,HLS LOTS247,BLDG





1 1 9-30 / VvT,JLD LOT 1 9,BLCGS
1 27- 08& 09 / AND RD LOT,BLCGS
126-11 /WF,DBLOT,BLCGS




1 39- 1 2& 1 3 /D,V LarS,BLCG3
41 8- 1 07 / MLE LOT 7B3U2
41 4- 07.8 /CRV LOT 8
112-06/HLDUDT325










41 5- 34,34 1 ,35 / WF,CP UOT^BLCG
117-26/SLEL0r517-21
41 4-22/ MILL RD LOT
1 08- 1 7 / HLD UCJT 255,BLCG5
1 09- 1 / HLD LOT 269






6- 1 3 / HLD LOT 48
CUR U
ACRES ACRES
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
DORA, ALFRED M
DORING, BRUCE Sv MARGARITE
DORING, BRUCE £. MARGARITE
DORING, BRUCE & MARGARITE
DORING, BRUCE & MARGUERITE
DOUGAL, V,' ALTER A., TRUSTEE
DOYLE, THOMAS R
DRESCHER^PETER J.
DRISCOLL, FRANCIS J JR ^s ANNE
DRISCOLL, LINDA & CLYDE E
DROU IN, CRAIG G.
DUBE, RONALD R a JOYCE
DUBE, RONALD R & JOYCE
DUBY, RUSSELL R &. CYNTHIA M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L S. SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L Ss SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L S< SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L &. SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L &. SUSAN M
DUG AN, NORBERT L &. DORIS E.
DUGR AY, ROBERT
E
DUHAMEL, ROBERT R, MD
DUNCAN, DAVID J & DEBORAH M
DURAL, BRUCE T &. SUSAN J
DURAND, EDVARD A & RAYMOND
DURVARD, KATHLEEN R&
DVYER, MAURICE F & JANICE G
EADES, ROBERT A
EAGAN, JOSEPH T S<. MARGARET
EAGAN, JOSEPH T &. MARGARET
EASTMAN, RALPH V & MARY L
EATON, DIANE P., TRUSTEE
EATON, DIANE P., TRUSTEE
EATON, DIANE P., TRUSTEE









EDSON, PHILIP L a LOUISE M
EDSON, PHILIP L Si LOUISE M
EDSON, PHILIP L a LOUISE M
EDVARDS, JOHN V,' Si BERTHA R
EDVARDS & SHIPPE C/0 JAMES
EDVARDS &. SHIPPE % JAMES L
E IN ING IS, STANLEY
ELLIOTT, JAMES A. &. C AND ACE
ELLIOTT, JAMES & C AND ACE D.
ELLIOTT, JR. DAVID \/ . &. MARY
101.0
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVNER OF RECORD TAX MAP * / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
ELLIOTT, RANDY
ELLIS, BARBARA L 5; V,' ALTER E
ENGLLIND, ROBERT J. a ALFRED A
ERLER, JOEL F, NOREEN &. JON F
ESTES, RICHARD D
EVES, LLOYD &. MARION
E'v.'ING , JAMES D & RUTH D




FARRELL, INDA E, KIRK & SHAUN
FARRELL, SHAUN & MARGARET
FARRELL, SHAUN R.&.
FAULKNER, CHARLES S S^
FAULKNER, CHARLES S.Ss
FAULKNER, CLARENCE A &
FAULKNER, H KIMBALL
FAULKNER, HENRY & KATE
FAULKNER, ROSEMARY
FEE, ROBERT A.&. SHELLY L.
FELIX, DONALD R& JEAN L
FELT, MARY E &. GREENE, HAROLD
FELTUS, CARROLL M S^ JOYCE
FENTON, PHILLIPS TON I
FERENC, MARK &. RHONDA
FERNANDES, DOMINGO P. &
FERNER, DAVID R & BETTY JANE
FERNV.'OOD ROAD PROP. OVNERS
FIASCONARO, GEORGE
FICKETT,KARLL.SR.&
FILES, TERRY H. &. SANDRA H.
FIONDELLA, ALPHONSE J &.
FIONDELLA, ANGELINA A.




FLAHERTY, FRANCIS E &. EVELYN
FLANAGAN, ROBERT JR.
a
FLEMMING, DONALD N &. PAULA K
FLETCHER, LAURA
FLETCHER, RAYMOND S^ HAZEL
FLINK, HELEN ESTATE, %
FLINK, HELEN ESTATE, 95
FLINK, HELEN ESTATE, 95
FLOOD, SCOTT V,' ILL IAM
FOLLANSBEE, RICHARD D&
FONTAINE, JEAN M
FORCIER, THOMAS J & LUCILLE A
FORCIER, THOMAS J. Si LUCILLE
FOREHAND, STEPHEN D & JANET
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B
408-21.1 / MRDHG LOT 1 , BLDG
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVHER OF RECORD TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B
FORSTER, V,' ALTER &. FRANCES
FORSTER, WALTER & FRANCES
FORSYTH, V,' ILL IAM G & JOAN
FOSBERRY, CHARLES F &. LEIGH D
FOX, ROBERT S Si PATRICIA A
FOX RUN HOMEOVNERS
FOXRUN HOMEOV,'NERS
FRAULINI, BARBARA G Si
FRASIER, ROLAND J & SUSIE H
FREDRICKSEN, ARTHUR E &
FREEPORT DEVELOPMENT, INC.
FULLER, BARRY &. JOYCE
FULLER, VAYNE& CARRIE
FULLING, LESTER F &. ROSE M
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSE M
FULTON, VAYNE S S^ AMY L
FYFE, BRADFORD
GABERSECK, TIMOTHY J. &
GAGNE, TANYA MARIE
GAGNE, TANYA MARIE
GAGNON, DAVID R & NANCY L
CACNON, GLENN P Sk LAURA M
GAGNON, JOSEPHINE & COT A,
GAGNON, PAUL M S^ DORIS Y
GALBREATH, GERALD D.&
GALEY, HELEN F




GAR AND, KENNETH & MARVEL INE
GARDNER, MARY HELEN TRUSTEE
GARLAND, RICHARD L. & ELAINE
GARNETT, GORDON A. &
GARNETT, GORDON A. &
GARNETT, GORDON 3^ ZELASNY,
G ARR ITY, EDITH I












GETTY, VIVIAN L, STEPHEN E &.
GIANFERRARI, EDMUND A &.
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & MONA M,
GIBBS, KENNETH N. &. MONA M.
124-12/ V-,'F,LSU U:T 7,BLCG .3
111-04/HLDLar219 1.2
111-05/HLDUJr220 1.4
1 35- 08 / V;T,TFD LOT C4,BLCG 0.5
1 26-39 /SHRUJr,BLCCS 0.5
1 39- 29& 32.0 1 / VvT,HEALY LOTS 27B 1.2
121-22.3/FREL0T18 2.2
121-22.1 /FRE LOT 20 2.2
1 22- 1 6 / •',VF,WHrv' LOTl 3,BLDGS .7
1 01 -062& 063 / WF,H15S42,S42A,BLCG 0.5
11 5- 6 1 TO 63 / V,'F,HLD 33,34, 1 20A,BLCGS 1 .0
403- 03 / L^ND- V,',.^ HL (1 /2 1 OT) 4 .3
412-05,''0ARUJr,BLDGS 3.6
420-1 8 /OtXR LAND 10.7
101-001 /HLSUOTSl 07 0.7
1 01 -077& 078 /\VF,HLSS56,S57,BLCG 0.3
107-11 /HLDLaT302 5.4
110-06/HLDU0r288,BLCG 1.3
1 05- 1 / WF,CARR LOT 1 5A,BLDGS .8
137-13/ V,'F,GL ACCESS UJT .0
137-84/RT9UJr 0.5
1 08- 1 / HLD LOT 276 3.4
106-15 /HLDL0T3O5,BLCG 3.3
1 37-24/ BRDV,'F,SBRU[JT,BLCGS 0.3
1 35- 1 9 / RT 1 23 LirT,BLCGS 0.2
135-55&57/TFDL0TSL10,L13;SHED 0.4
408-16/QUEENSTLAND,BL[:GS 56.1
1 01 -044S, 045 /VvT,HLSS24,S25,BLCGS 0.3
122-14/WF,V/HTYUDT15 2.2
40 1-02 /LAND OFF QUEEN ST 76.1
418-122/MLEUJr485U2 0.3
41 4- 07.5 / CP.V LOT 5,BLCG 5 .
1
1 27- 28& 29 / WF>^ND RD LaTS,BLDGS i .0
1 26- 57 / WF,STN RD LOT 3,BLDG .2
411-11.6/SBAU0n"2 5.4
1 37- 1 1 /WF,f?T 9i3L UJr,BLDGS 0.1




1 22- 3 1 / WF, LOT 26,BLCGS .5
113-07/V,'&HU0T9 0.2
113-08/V,'F,W&HL0T 0.3
1 1 3- 1 1 & 1 2 / WF,V,'&H UOT 3,BLDGS .3
1 24-03, 30& 31 /V,'F,LSU UJIS 1 9,20,BLDG i .6
1 39-50& 51 /\VF,P(SLR LTS 1 2,1 3,BLCGS 1 .4
119-19/SLEL0TB6 0.2
408- 1 7 / COE RD LOT,BLCGS S .3
122-11Sil2/WHTYU]T29 1.2
1 22- 1 8& 1 9 / V,'T,WHTY LT 1 1 , 1 0;BLCGS 1 .0
1 04- 29 /WFP^RR UJT,BLCG5 .3
1 37-38 /SBRUOT,BLDGS 0.2
102-0045. 005 /HLS LOT S72,S73,BLCG 0.4





TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & HON A M.
GIBBS, MELV1NE& JUDITH A
GILCH.REST, PHILIP V,-\ JR
GILLESPIE, MARY H ESTATE
GIRARD, DAVID P & BARBARA
GIRARD, DAVID P. & BARBARA
GLANCE, MARY
CLEASON, NANCY
CLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C




GODFREY, JOSEPH P 6<. KATHLEEN
GOMEZ, RICHARD E. S^ PUTNAM,
GOOD ALE, ROBERT C &. SALLY A
GOODENOUGH, PETER V. &
GORE, FRANK E & BARBARA C
G0R2ELANY, TERRY H
GORZELANY, TERRY H
GOSSELIN, ALFRED S^ CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED S^ CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED &. CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED &. CAROL
GOSTYLA,PETER
J
GOSTYLA, PETER J. &. ELIZABETH
GOSTYLA, PETER J. S. ELIZABETH
GOTTEL, DEBRA A.
GOULART, JOSEPH &. DONNA
GOULD, JOAN M
GOULET, LEOPOLD & PAULINE
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRIMNA
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
GRABARZ, HENRY J &. IRMINA
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E & VIRGINIA
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E & VIRGINIA
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E & VIRGINIA
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
GRANT, LYLE D & JULIA V
GRANT, LYLED& JULIA V
GRANT, LYLE D& JULIA V
GRANT, LYLE D.& JULIA V.
GREEN, DONALD C& JEAN R
GREEN, DONALD C & JEAN R
GREEN, SAMUAL
GREEN, SAMUEL
GREGORY, GEORGE L & ELIZABETH
GRENIER, BARBARA
GRESTY, RONALD, SR & JUDITH
GRESTY, RONALD, SR & JUDITH
GRIBBLE, LAV.'RENCE V & NOR IT A
GRIESBACH, EDGAR H & JUDITH
GRIESBACH, EDGAR H & JUDITH
102-032/HL51JOTS98
421-04/GFftYlJ(]T4,BLCGS
423- 1 4 / SOUTH 5T UJT, BLDG
418-18/MLEL0T17B3U1
424-23 /AR^C,^D UJT 1
1 39- 35 /WFJ3L ACCESS
418-35/MLEUJn0B4U3
422-26 /RT 9 U^ND
420-03.3 /am RD BACKLAND
420-04/CrnYRDLOT
1 39- 26 &. 36 / VVFP.V UDTS,BLCGS
1 09- 1 5 / HLD LOT 259ft
1 09- 1 6 / HLD UCn" 260
1 02-080 /\YF,HLSU]n;S226
408-07 / RT 1 23 UOT,MH,BLDGS






1 07- 1 5 / HLD LOT 1 50
1 07- 1 6 / HLD LOT 1 49
107-21 /HLD LOT 144
107-22/HLDUOT143
104-10/WF,HLLOT,BLCG
1 27-36 /WFANDRD LOTS
127-41 / ANDERSON RD








106-01 /HLD LOT 320
106-02/HLDLOT319,BLDGS
107- 09 /HLD LOT 300
1 38- 1 / ISLAND I N GRANITE LAKE
1 35-41 TD 43 /TFD LOTS (2/9 irn")
135-49 /BEACH (2/9 1 OT)
1 35- 58 / \VF,TFD LOT L 1 6,BLCGS
135-59/WF,TFDLOTL15
124-05/FRSTTRKI
1 24- 1 4& 1 5 /WF, LSU LOT 9, 1 Cft,BLDGS
412-03/QftRLOT
412-01 /OARLAND,BLCGS




11 7-03 /HLD UJT 8
11 8- 27 /WHT/ LOT 39,BLDGS
n8-28/HLDUOTl
CUR U




GRIFFON, ROBERT R &. ELISABETH
GRIMARD, ROGER V & GOULD,
GRINUK, MARK A. Si CHARLENE E.
GRISKON IS, JOSEPH
GROBECKER, RICHARD
GROBECKER, RICHARD J &
GROVENSTEIN, ROBERT M
GRUBE, EM ILE; ESTATE
GRUBE, EM ILE; ESTATE
GRUBE, EM ILE; ESTATE
GRYBKO, BRIAN C
GUAY,, RICHARD & DONNA LEE
GUIDA, ALEXANDERS, III
GU ID A, PHYLLIS
GUSTAFSON, CLARENCE V
GUTTINGER, ROGER T






HALEY 111, ROBERT & MARTEN IS,
HALL, FRANK CREV) &. ANITA
HALL, JAMES A S; HIROKO T
HALL, Y/AYNE G &. KATHY A
HALTER, JOHN D& DIANE G
HAMEL, RONALD LCI /2) Si
HAMILTON, HA2EL S^ HOMER S.
HAMILTON, KELLY J. &
HAMILTON, PHILIP A &. DONNA M
HAMILTON, PHILIP A Si DONNA M
HAMILTON, PHILIP A Si DONNA M
HAMPOIAN, HARRY Si DIANE
HAMPTON, •v,'ILLIAMC,JR
HAMPTON, Y,' ILL I AM C,JR
HANNA, ALAN L Si ALICE M
HANSON, JEAN
M
HANSON, VILLI AM E, ELVIRA I.





H ARRIM AN, SMITH B
HARRINGTON, V ALTER H Si






TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTIOH
124-11 /VvT,L5UU0T6,BLDG
408-06 /RT 123 LAND
101-094/ vVF,HL5 UDT S202,BLIX5
119-02/HLDU3T33
1 02- 1 03 S. 1 04 / HLS UJTS 5279^280
116-10/SLE,U:[T357
1 01 -030,031 ,032 / V/F,HLS LOTSI
101-015Si014/HL5UJrS119,S118
1 26- 1 3 .' RT 1 23 UJr,BLDG
1 37-06 /V,'F,GL ACCESS LOT
137-52&55/V,'F,GLUDT
137-79/RT9L0T
1 02-01 8T0 021 /HLSS85TOS87,BLDG
1 01 -01 6 / MLS U3TS1 30,BLDGS
424-21 /ATEN ROLAND
1 38- 24Si 33 / WF.JGL ACCESS& LaT,SHED
101-1 04T0 1 06 / WF,HLS 3 1 93,5 1 92,BLCGE
1 1
- 050 S. 05 1 / V/F,HLS S30,S3 1 ,BLDG
107-25/HLDLar213
41 4- 30 /LAND OFF RT 123
1 36- 44TO 48 / \VF,TFD B8/ij:i /i,2A,BLDGS
126-61/ V,'F,STN RD LOT,BLCGS
1 19- 36 /EftKER ISLAND
119-37/WF,WKr^LJ0n8
1 1 7-OlS. 02, 1 1 8-34,35 Si 36 / HLD LOT 5,6
414-08/CPRLjOT
1 26- 60 / V/F^TN RD UJT 6,BLDG
420-01 / RT 9 UOT.BLCG
1 37-68, 69 Si 72 / l-GR LJOfT,BLD(S
1 27-42 /V/F AND RD L0T,BLDG3
1 36- 08 / WF,TFD LOT M5,BLDG
1 07- 1 9 / HLD UDT 1 46
1 37-50SX. 57 / V/F,GL UDT,BLCGS
423-05 / PRIEST LAND ( 1 /2 \m)
1 37-73 / 1 /2V,'/H:CGD0N hGR
1 01 -093 / V/F,HLS U]TS203,BLCG
108-01 /HLD LOT 295, BLCG
108- 02 /HLD LOT 293
1 13-30Si33/CARR LOTS 1 1A/B,BLDGS
118-14/VVHrv'LaT24
41 4- 1 / CODGE LD 1 /2 1 NT WITH RO^ii,LD
120-01.2/EATONTRKA
1 37-65 /reRLOT,BLCGS
41 7-05, 08 Si 09 / EOULDER RD LD, BLDGS
1 37- 49 Si 58 /\';'?pl U3T,BLCG
422-09 /RT 9 LAND, BLCGS
41 2- 06. 1 , 06.2& 06.3 / Ofkk/m 9 LAND
1 27- 27 / YiT/^HO RD UJT,BLCGS





1 05-33S. 34/V,'F,HL L0T5,BLCGS
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
QVWER OF RECORD
HATHQRN, HELEN A & SEAVER,
HAVEN, HAVEN &ROUISSE
HAVEN, HAVEN & ROUISSE
HAVEN, TARC2EL,KSR
HAVES, ROBERT V,'. &. NANCY J.
HAYES, CASEY J. & HELEN M.
HAYES, GLORIA E & EVANS,
HAYES, JOSEPH S & ARLENE C
HAYES, JUDITH M
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL 5. SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL a SUSAN
HAYNER, R RUSSELL &. YVONNE S
HE ALEY, BRUCE E.
HEALY,DONALL
HEALY,DONALL
HEALY, DON ALL B. &. JOYCE A.
HEALY,DONALL& JOYCE
HEALY, DONALL& JOYCE
HEALY, DON ALL & JOYCE










HEBERT, ARTHUR L S. NANCY A
HEBERT, VERDE \f, JR & PAMELA
HEIM, AUDREY, M
HELLER, DALE E
HENDERSON, K DOUGLAS &
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIGHLAND LAKE ASSOCIATION
HILCHEY, JOSEPH H & GEORIANA
HILDRETH, ALICE
hildrlTH, V,' ill I am L
HILL, ELIZABETH P., TRUSTEE
HILL, KENNETH a LUCILLE
HILL, LUCY B &. HILL, ROGER M.
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
HILL, LUCY B ; V.MCHLAND,
HILL/uUCYB ; VICHLAND,
HILL, ROGER & CAROL
HILL, ROGER M& CAROL M
HILL, ROGER M& CAROL M
HILTZ, RONALD E
HILT2, RONALD E
HITCHCOCK, VILLI AM & JOANNE





HODGSON, MARK S. & SHERRI L.
HOFFMAN, CAROLYN C &. TERRY B
HOFFMAN, CAROLYN C &. TERRY B
HOFFMAN, JR. JOHN E. & JEAN
HOGG, FRANK V &. GV/ENNETH






HOLMES, ROBERT L & DENISE
HOLMSTROM, CYNTHIA J
HOMFELD, GEORGE J & GLORIA G
HOOPER, MICHAEL J &. VHITE,
HOPKINS, MILDRED E., TRUSTEE
HORSFALL, ETHEL & JAMES H
HOVARD, LAUREN C &. BRENDA L
HOV/E, PHILIP A, TRUSTEE
HOV.'E, PHILIP A, TRUSTEE
HOVE, PHILIP A, TRUSTEE
HONv'ELL, JAMES E
HOVELL, JAMES E
HUARD, AIME, JR 5^ DEBRA L
HUARD, AIME, JR& DEBRA L
HUARD, AIME, SR & GEORGETTE
HUARD, AIME, SR & GEORGETTE
HUARD, AIME, SR S^ GEORGETTE
HUBER, DEAN G& RUTH E
HUNTER, ALAN & LINDA
HUNTER, HA2EL I
HUNTLEY, RUSSELL J. & TRACY
HURD, CHERYL A
HUSSEY, CHRISTINE M.
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C & VAYNE
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C & VAYNE
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C & VAYNE
HYATT, JAMES & ALICE
HYDE, CHARLES E,SR
IN AC 10, JOHN V. & CONSTANCE
INGERSON, FRED E., TRUSTEE OF
TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTIOH
422-02.1 1 Ss 23 / RT 9 LAND, BLCG5
422-24/ MXLURE BACKLAND
1 37-07 / VvF,GL ACCESS UDT
1 57- 08 / V,'F,GL AXE3S LOT
422-02.1 2 /RT 9 LAND
418-91 /MLEU3T4B4U2
418-92/MLELm'5B4U2
1 30-09 /OFR LOT
421-11.1 /RT123L0T,BLCGS
1 37- 27 / GL V,'T, 1 /2 1 OT BEACH
1 37- 5 1 & 56 / Vi'Fj3L UJr,BLCGS
137-073/ 1/2 W/hftMILTON
423- 05 / PRl EST LAND (1 /2 1 NT)
1 24-08 /VVF,LSU LOT 3,BLCG







1 24- 07 / WF,LSU UDT 2,BLCGS
411 -12.20/ GAR LAND,BLCX3
126-43/SHRBACKUar
41 5- 24T0 26 / WF,CP U3T,BLDG
114-07/V,'T,HLL0T,BL[:GS
133-12/WF,TFDLGrrD2,BLCG
1 09- 1 1 / HLD LOT 256,BLIX}
41 6-05 /GILSUM/5TDRD Ujr,BLCG
126-40/WF,SHRUOT,BLCG
1 26- 33 /CAR LOT, MH
1 35- 41 TO 45 / TFD LOTS ( 1 /9 1 NT)





403- 02 / Ml NhOTT SUR^/EY (1 /5 1 OT)
1 1 3-22 /V/F/:ARR HIT 9,BLDGS
113-34/CARRUDT510A\B
403- 02 / Ml NMJTT SUR'.'EV ( 3/5 1 OT)
411-11.3/SEAUDT5
1 27- 35 / \VF/iND RD L0T,BLDG
102-011 /HLSLOrS78A





117-21 /HLD LOT 26
424-12/ARI0,VDLm"8
119-04/HLDU]m04
118-11 /WHTY LOT 2 1,BLDGS
1 02-074& 075 /WF,HLSS232;S231 ,BLCG
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
IRELAiND, NATHANIEL F & HELEN
IRVING, RICHARD JR. S< NANCY
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY
IVES, DAVID & ELAINE
JABLCNSKI, MICHAEL &. LYNN
JACKSON, SHERV.'OOD L. &. ELLEN
J ACKTER, FRANKLIN & ANN C
JAMES, RONALD V,'' ^ JANICE G
JAMES, RONALD V $. JANICE G
JAREST, DAVID G. Sv LYNN M.
JAREST, DAVID G. & LYNNE M,
JARVIS, LAV.'RENCE F S^ CAROLE
J ARV IS, STEPHENS, 111 &
JEFTS,MABLEH










JOHNSON, MARK L. S^ DALE J.
JONES, GEOFFREY T. & CAROLYN
JONES, GEOFFREY T. &. CAROLYN
JONES, MARTHA E





JUBERT, MICHAEL J &. KAREN J
KAC2KA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KAPANTAIS, STEPHEN & LORN A




KAVJIAN, ANDREV &. FALZONE,
KELLY, FRANCIS J, JR&
KELLY, JEAN K. & KELLY, JAMES
KEMPF, DOROTHY J
KENNEDY, VILLIAM 3; PATRICIA
KENT, KENNETH M $^ EVELS,
KENYON, LINDA M
KERBER, EVELYN E. TRUSTEE
KERBER, EVELYN E. TRUSTEE
KERCEV/ICH, JERRY, JR&
KERNOZICKY, KONSTANTIN
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTION
408-03/RT123LAND,BLCGS
1 02- 082 TID 085 / WF,HLJ3 S22 1 -S224,BLCG
1 02- 095 TO 098 / HLS UJTS S27 1 -S274
1 22- 1 5 / WF, V/HTY UJT 1 4,BLCGS
1 08- 1 6 / HLD UJT 270, BLCG
408-09 /RTl 23 LOT,BLDGS
120-26/HLAUOT9





1 05- 06 / V,'F,C:ftRR LOT 1 9,BLDGS
1 26-72 /WF,Rr 1 23 LOT.BLCG
1 34- 33 / WF,TFD UJT J 1 8,BLCG
11 4- 22 /GORE UJT 4
117-23/HLDU0T55
121-22.7/FREUTn4
1 21 -23 /V,'F,FRMN UDT.BLDGS






1 26- 26 / WF,CftR I NLET r«:ESS




1 02- 044 / WF,HLS UJT S62,BLCG
1 02- 043 /WF, HLS UJT 561
420-05 /Crm' RD UJl, BLDGS
101-019/WF,HLSU]TS51
1 1 5- 1 7 / HLD LOT 80
118-62/HLDL0T34
1 1 9-33 /WF,HLD U]fT 85C,BLCGS
119-34/V,'T,HLDUJT85D
101-041 TO 043/ WF,HLSS21-25,BLDG




11 7- 07 /HLD UJT 35
1 1 9- 1 / HLD UJT 85,BLDGS
1 08- 28 Si 29 / HLD L0T238Sk 239,BLDG
102- 006 /HLS UJT 574
1 20- 08.3 / WF,FRE LOO" 1 2,BLCGS
115-65/V,'F^LELOT31,BLCG






TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVHER OF RECORD TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRJ^
KIDESS, ATT ALL AH A & HELEN B
KIEHN, ERIC & VIRGINIA Z
KILEY, MILDRED
KILLEFFER, ROBERT A, JR &
KIMBALL, STANLEY & MYRNA
KINGSBURY, MARY K
KINGSBURY, MARY K Cl /5 INT)
KINGSBURY, ROBERT •,,'.&
KIRBER, VILLIAM M. &
KIRBER,V,'ILLIAMM.&
KIRBY, JOSEPH F & ELIZABETH P
KIVELA, THOMAS F & MARY LOU
KIVELA, THOMAS F & MARY LOU
KLEBANOFF, MARGIE &. FLORIAN,
KLEBANOFF, MARGIE 5s FLORIAN,
KLIE, HESTER C
KNIGHT, STEPHEN H & VIKKl L
KNOVLTON, ROBERT H. &. CHERYL
KOCH IS, LAURA BC/0
KOCH IS, LAURA BC/0
KOELLER, FLOYD E Si JOAN G
KONTROVITZ, NICHOLAS A &.
K0PRI3KI, MICHAEL J &. MARION
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA
KRAVARIK, GEORGE R&
KRIDER, MARK R & DEBORAH L
KRUTT, RICHARD L
KSR PARTNERSHIP
KUBECK, GERALD E & BARBARA
KUEHL, JOHNF, JR^BETHE
KUMPU, V,' ALTER R & MARJORIE
KUMPU, V ALTER R & MARJORIE







KV,' A AK, DONALD H.
LABUKAS, JOHN C & JODI M
LACHANCE, MARK & PAMELA
L ACL AIR, THERESE A.
LADD III, HAROLD J & JUDITH L
LADD III, HAROLD J. & JUDITH L
L AF ARGUE, FLORENCE V,'
LAFLAMME, ROGER E & CLAIRE T
LAFLEUR, MARK R& LISA M
LAFRANCHISE, EDV/ARD J &



















LAMY, MAURICE & JANE
LAND ALE, DEAN Si CHRISTINE
LANDRY, CHRISTINE & VALKER,
LANG, CHARLES &. DARELLE J
LANGILLE, EDV.'ARD D & HA2EL
LANNI, CHARLES L & NICHOLAS
LARIVIERE, CHRISTOPHER J
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G., TRUSTEE
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G. , TRUSTEE
LAVIGNE, ELIZABETH D
LAVO IE, ELAINE A
LAVO IE, ELAINE A
LAVO IE, YVONNE C/O MELLIN,
LEARY, PATRICK J. & JAN V.
LEDV.'ITH, ROSV/ELL B &. DOROTHY
LEE, HENRY R,JR a MARY
LEES, GEORGE E,JR Si BALL,
LEFRANCOIS, JOHN M &
LEHRMAN,HENRY J, III
LEHT1NEN,MARY&EDVIN
LEINV/EBER, RICHARD & MAUREEN
LEKBERG, JIM M Si REBECCA H
LEMIEUX, DAVID K S^. JEAN M
LENT, DALE Si RICHARD
LEONARD, GEORGE





LES, JOHN Ss JANICE
LES, JOHN Si JANICE
LESSARD, AIME E. JEANNE M.
LESSER, DAVID B. & CHARLOTTE
LEV ANDOV/SK I, ROBERT A &.
LEVERING, CHESTER E Si DEBRA J
LEVERING, CHESTER E S. DEBRA J
LEVESOJE, ALBERT A. S^
LEYDEN, DONALD F S-i MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F S. MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F S. MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
TAX MAP * / PESCRIPTIOH
110-11/ HLD LOT 284










1 26-55 / WF,STN RD UJr,BLCGS
132-11 /V,'F,IPLOT,BLCG
108-06/HLDUJT283,BLDG
1 29- 1 42 / RT 1 23 UDT,BL:G3
1 37-20 / BRK WF,r6R,.'5BR Lirr,BLDGS
1 01 -095Ss 096 /WF,HLSS201 ,5200,BLDG
108-23 /HLD LOT 249
1 27- 39 / WF/iND RD LOT,BLCGS
137-85/R9 9L0T,BLCG
137-86/RT9UJT
1 37- 43 / SBR/r6R UOT,BLCGS
118-02/WHTYUJT45
1 23-07 /\YHTY LOT 47
1 31 -09 / 1 /3W/BEAUDINS. BERNIER
1 36- 1 8& 1 9 /V/F,TFD L0TSA3/,4,BLDG
1 1 - 054 / \VF,HLS UJT S34,BLDG
119-01 / HLD UJT 36,BLDG
1 02-039 /HLSUJTSSI
1 39- 49 /\YF,PR5LR LOT 1 4,BLDGS
404- 05/ DODGE LAND,BLCG
410-04/CPRLOT
120-16/HLALan4
1 01 -024Si 025 / \YF,HL3S5,S6A,BLDGS
118-07/ V/HTi' UDT 5<tt,BLCGS
1 02-023 /HU3UDTS89,BLDG
130-21 /WF,DBLDT,BLD3
1 01 -055 /WF,HLS U0TS35,BLDG
111-24/HLDUJri55
111-25/HLDLJ3T156
1 08- 1 8 / HLD LOT 254
411-05/hBRIiJr,riH
111-26/HLDUJn57
11 1-28 /HLD LJ3T 159
131-20/MRDGHL0T3A,BLCGS
136-17/WF,TFDL0TA5,BLCGS
1 25- 1 4/ WF,WLKR RDLCn",BLDGS
107-26/ HLD LT244,BLCG





41 4- 02, 03, 1 4Si 41 5- 33 /CPR U^ND
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
LEYDEN, DONALD F &. MARIAN F




LIGHTBODY, FRANK V. S^ JEANNE
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR a KAREN
LIGHTEODY, JOHN L JR 3^ KAREN
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
LIGHTBODY, JOHNLEROY LIVING




LOUGHREY, DAVID K & JUDITH B,
LOUNSBURY, JOAN E. & OTHERS
LOUNSBURY.MARYC
LOY, REINHARD S & OLIVIA M
LUND, EARLEL&MARY N
LYMAN, ROBERT 9S VILLI AM
LYONS, KEVIN & CLAUDIA
LYONS, THOMAS R.
MACALLISTER, JOHN S< JOAN
MACDONALD, EDWARD J S^ IRENE
MACEACHRAN, JOHNH.&
MACEACHRAN, JOHN H &
MACEACHRAN, JOHN H 5^
MACKENZIE, VARREN A. &. ARLIE




MAGNANI, GEORGE R & PAULA
MACRO, FRANK & ELIZABETH
MAHLAND, MARGARET A
MAILLET, CHARLES J & MARILYN
MAILLETTE, BERNARD F & NANCY
MAINE, CRAIGEN FAMILY TRUST
MAJORS, JACK L& DIANE; ET
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MANG AUD IS, BRIAN E.&
MANN, THOMAS A, ANN $.
MANSELL, JAY & ZALENSKI,
MANZ, ROBERT L & ISABELLA M
MANZ, ROBERT L & ISABELLA M
MARA, PHILIP E & MAUREEN V
MARCINUK, ADAM J. Si
MARCINUK, ADAM J. &
MARINELLO, JOSEPH & DIANA
MARKS, ARNOLDS SUSAN
MARKS, ARNOLD &. SUSAN
MARQUIS, DENNIS S. PAULINE
TAX MAP « / DESCRIPTION
415-31 /VVFJIPLOT
415-32/\VF,CPU3T
120- 37 /HLA PARCEL B,BLrc
41 8- 1 1 3 / MLE LOT 5B2U2
418-11 4/ MLEUJT4B2U2
113-61 /LTB^'UJrL18,BL[XS
405-01 .3 / LAND-E/5 COCGE FARM RD
405- 03 / LAND- E/5 COCGE FARM RD
405-04/LAND-E.'S DCG FRM RD,BLCGS
104-13/WF,PCLaT
113-63/LTBYUJrL9,BLCGS




1 27- 47 / WF/iND RD L0T,BLCGS
414-24/0'NEILLAND
1 1 9-41 /YfFp-CR'.'E LOT 2,BLCjGS
1 39- 03& 44 /WF ,0,V L0T5,BLCGS







41 4- 7.4Js 41 5- 1 6.5 / CP,Y LOT 4& WF,CGCP
41 5- 1 6.6 / VVF,CGCP LOT 6,BLCG3
1 34- 23 / WF,TFD UJT1 1 ^BLDGS
134-31 /RCftD-NA'
1 05- 04 / V,'F,CARR LOT 1 7,BLCGS
113-37/CARRLm"12E
113-41 /CARRUJn3E,BLCG
1 07- 20 /HLD 107145








1 1 - 09 1 a 092 / WF,HLS S205,S204,BLDG
1 08-25 /HLDLT248A
121-22.2/FREL0T19
1 07-04/ HLD LOT 21 2A
1 1 9-06 /HLDUJT 102
119-05/HLDUJri03
101-011 /HLSL0TS1 17
1 01 -056 / WF,HLS UJrS36,BLCG













MARREN, JOHN J. JR.
MARSHALL, DONALD A.
MARSHALL, RICHARD A. S.




MARTLAND, VALLACE A S<





MATSON, STEVEN C. &. NANCY
MATSON, STEVEN C &. NANCY N
MATSON, STEVEN C 5i NANCY H
MATSON, STEVEN C S< NANCY N
MATUSKIEVIC2, THEODORE R S<.
MAXVELL,KATHER1NE
MAY, RUTH A
MAYNARD, PR ISC ILL A F
MAZ2ELLA, NANCY P
MCCARTHY, JAMES J, &
MCCARTHY, JAMES J. &
MCCARTHY, THOMAS J &. SUSAN
MCCLURE, JAMES K. & THERESA
MCCOLL, PAULA 2^ BRUCE V.;
MCCORMACK, CHRISTOPHER &.
MCCR ACK IN, JAMES D&
MCCRACKIN, JAMES D&
MCCULLOUGH, HUGH & VIOLET E
MCDONOUGH, MARTHA &
MCDUFFEE, DUANE A. S^ NANCY K.
MCENANEY, ELEANOR Si
MCGOV,' AN, JOYCE K
MCGOV,' AN, JOYCE K
MCGO'v,' AN, JOYCE K




MCLAUGHLIN, ROBERT G. Si
MCLELLAN&MCMAHON
MCLELLANSiMCMAHON
MCLEOD, MARK AS. ANN M
MCMAHON,TERRENCESS.
MCOSKER, TIMOTHY C & JANE D
103-07/VVF,HLSLCn"S501
101-1 08TD 113/ HLS UJTSSSOI T0S306
1 01 - 1 1 6S. 1 1 7 / HLS UJr5S309,S31
102-031 /'•,VF,HLSLOTS225
1 02- 1 1 0Si 1 1 1 / HLS UJrS286^287
102-116/HLSLOT"S292





41 1 - 07 TD 09 / nSR UJrS,BLCGS
1 02- 086 Si 087 / V,'F,HLS UJTS 5220,S2 1
9
1 02-091 TO 094/ HLS UjrSS267-S270
1 02- 070 Si 07 1 / WF,HLS S236,S235,BLDG
1 02- 1 06 TO 1 08 / HLS LOTS 5282-3284^








127-18- 20,25,26 / V.'F/^ND RD L0TS,BLCG
1 3 1 - 46 Ss 47 / MRD3H LOT 8,BLCG
119-03/HLDLOr39
1 38- 1 5- 1 8,43,44 / VVF jGL LOTS Si




41 9-09 /CrJTY RD LOT,MH^HED









422- 1 7 / BfiCKLAND OFF RT 9
422- 2 1 / TAYUDR-GREEN LAND
422-18/B,iCKLAND0FFRT9
121-21.3/WF,D3HLLjaT4
1 26- 74 / WF,Rr 1 23 U]fr,BLDG
1 1 - 033 / WF,HL5 LOT S 1 3,BLCG
424-34/ARI0,VDL0T13
1 37- 1 8 / ',VF,RT 9jGL LOT,GARAGE
157-19/WF,r6RLj0T
1 1 3- 1 4S. 1 5 / WF,\YSiH UJTS 5,6,BLCG 1 /2
1 30- 05 / RT 1 23/OFR LaT,BLCGS
1 1 9-25 /WF;JLD UJT 23,BLCG5
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
MCPADDEN TRUST
MEADOVSEND TIMBERLAND3
MEAUSKY, JAMES S. MAUREEN
MECHESK I, TIMOTHY L.&
MEEHAN, TERRY D &. MARTHA B
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B









MEUSE, CLARENCE J Si. CHRISTINE
MEYER, MAUREEN A.
MEYER, MICHAEL F S^. MARY M
MEYER, MICHAEL F & MARY M
MICHALEV.'ICZ, JE ANNETTE D.M,
MICHAUD, BRIAN D. 5. PO'.v'ER,
MIDDLETON, MARY ANN
MIGLIORE, JAMES
MILLER, CHARLES R. $< KATHY J.
MILLER, DONALD & JOAN L
MILLER, DONALD &. JOAN L
MILLER, RAYMOND E. & LISA A.
MINER, BONNIE L.
MINER, BONNIE LEE
MINIE, DONALD E 5^ MARY ELLEN
MINTON,GAELR.&TYREE
MINTON, TYREE G. 5; GAEL R.
MIX A, THOMAS
MOE, V Vi'EST &. RUTH H
MOLESKY, ANTHONY T ^ ETHEL M
MOLESKY, ANTHONY T &. ETHEL M
MONADNOCK DEVELOPMENTAL
MONIZ, MARK
MONTINERI, PAUL & SON I A L
MONTINERI,PAUL&SONiAL
MONTINERI, PAUL & SON! A L





MONTY, KEVIN Si KENDALL,
MOONEY, JOHN F.
MOONEY, '•,-,• ARREN F, JR.
MOONEY, VARRENF,JR
MORRIS, JAMES H S. SUSAN N
MORRIS, JAMES H S. SUSAN N
MORRIS, T.SCOTT Si CINDY L.
MORTON, ROBERT V,' S<. MAR I ANN
1u6-20.''VvF,HLDU3T,BLCG5
41 5-06 /OLD fa'JE/iCtCRD RD LAND
118-26 / Yf^f LCfT 56,BLCG5
116-14/HLDUm"47
1 09-03 /HLDU3T 298
109-04/HLDL0T299
108-31/ HID UJT 98
1 04-24/ WF,mRR UJT 5, BLCGS
1 04- 25 / V;T,CARR UJT 6,SHED
1 1 3-39 /vVF,CARR ISLAND, BLOS
1 30-23 /VvT,DBUDT,BLCGS
421-9.1 /STAPLES UJT 1
103-01 /WF,HLLAND,21CT1GS
105-12/WF,HLUJT,SHED
409- 1 / PROCTOR LAND ( 1 /2 1 OT)
112-17/VvT,HLDU0T333
121-18/FRMNUJrD










423-07 /LAND Si BLDGS
423-06/BACKLOT0FFRT9
1 37- 2 1 & 22 / BRK WF,SBR UOT,BLCCS
125-19/V,'LKRRDUJr,BLCGS
1 25- 1 6 / Vv7,VvIKR RD Ljm",BLDGS
1 20-36 /HLA PARCEL A,BLCGS
1 35- 34 / WF,TFD UJT K3,BLDGS
134-21 /TFDUJri7,BLCG
1 34- 28 / WF,TFD LOT 1 5A ( RJ^.V)











408- 1 9 / RT 1 23 Ujr,MH,SHED
408-10/COERDU]T,MH,SHED
408- 1 8 / DOE RD LOT,MH,SHED
108-24/HLDLIIT248
403-01 / LAHD-COPEWND RD
117-22/HLDUDT54
1 1 - 047 / \VF,HLS S27,S28,BLCG
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
MOSSBERG, VILLAIN R., JR. Si
MOSSBERG, V,' ILL I AM R., JR. &
MOULTON, ALAN H $s NANETTE L
MOV,' AT, V.'ILLIAM, JR &
MOYNIHAN, TAR A & MOLESKY,
MOYNIHAN, TAR A & MOLESKY,
MUCKLE, ROBIN M.
MUNDY, DARYL L &. SUSAN A
MURDOCK.E, INC.
MURDDCK, RICHARD V. &.
MURPHY, EDVARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, EDV.'ARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, JAMES F &. JUDITH A





NADEAU, PAUL R & EDMOND H









NELSON, STEPHEN R &. PHYLLIS A
NEV,' HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEV HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEV,' HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEV,' HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEV,' HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEV,' HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEV,' HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEV,'BY, JOHN R. & RENEE I.
NICHOLAS, JOSEPH T&
NICHOLS, CECIL & ULDENE, HEIRS




NICOLETTI, RICHARD A &
NORCROSS, ARTHUR C & JOAN M
NORTON, SARAH H S. HANSON,




OBRIEN, ROBERT V 5; ANN H
OFFENBERG, SERGEY P
OJA, V'AINO
OKE, GARY R Si REBECCA
OKE, GARY R& REBECCA
TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTIOH
415-23.3/V,'T,CPLaT
41 4- 06.2 ./CPR LOTS




1 27-38 ./WF/iND RD PENN,BLCG3
111-22/HLDL0T153,BL1:G
424-01 / NELSON TLBiCKWND
1 37- 47& 59 / WF,GL U3T,BLCG3
1 39-45 /V','F,GLUJr,BLDGS
424-22,/ATENRDLOT
1 1 3- 68a 69 / LTBY LOT L5,L4, BLDG










1 20-34/ HLA LOT 17
1 20- 23 / \VF,HLA LOT 2,BL[X3
1 08- n / HLD LOT 275
113-21 /CARRL0r8A,BLCGS
113-65,/LTBYU3TL7,BLDG
423- 1 7 / RT 9 LOT, NP,'-,' STATE SHED
137-89S.423-18/RT9LJ0T
136- 13,•'DAM, ISLAND POND
407-05 / PITGHER MTN FIRETO^.VER
41 3- 08 / T,VI N ARCH RESER^.'E"
42 1 - 05 ./RT 9 BUFFER LOT







1 2 1 - 05& 06 / \YF,FRMN LOT 1 ,2,BLDGS
1 37- 53& 54 / WFJ3L UOT,BLCG
137-75 /OFF rCR LOT
420-31 / RT 1 23 LOT, BLCGS
1 20-1 4.3 /B./PIUT 30.1
414-07.6/CP,-YL0T6
105-44/SHRLm",BL[:GS
418-21 / MLE LOT 1 1 B7U3
135-36/WF,TFDUJrK1,BLDGS
1 1 5-59& 60 / V,T^LE LOTS 36,37,BLCG
1 02-0303. 031 /HLSLJ0TS96,S97,BLCG





TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
OKE, GARY R& REBECCA
OKE.GARYR ^ REBECCA
OKE, GARY R 5; REBECCA
OLEYAR, GEORGE J, JR & DONNA
OLSON, ALBERT F. &. REN ICE E.
OLSON, BETSY N
OLSON, BETSY N&
ONE ILL, EDV/ARD M & STEPHANIE
OP IDEE, MARIE E.
OP IDEE, MARIE E.
ORMON, M DALE & MARY J
ORMOND, JEREMIAH J &
OSENGA, VILLIAM, JR
OSTROVSKI, EDV.'IN J & VITA M
OSULLiVAN, JOSEPH \;' &. TERESA




PAGNIUCCI, DAVID J. & SANDRA
PAINE, RONALD E




PANTINA, ROSARIO S^ MARIA







PARROT, TED & PAMELA,
PARTELLO, PEGGY A.
PATNCDE, DOROTHY A
PATTERSON, RICHARD V &
PEATE, KENNETHS LESLIE
PEDRO, JOSEPH E, JR. 3i AMY
PEETS, KEVIN B.& DEN ISE A.
PEFFERS, VILLI AM F, LAURETTE
PELLEGRINO, DENNIS P &. SERl K
PELLETIER, GERALD M
PELLET lER, ROGER R £. REN A C
PEPPIN, NORMAN A & LIANE S
PERE IRA, JOSE S
PERE IRA, JOSE S
PEREIRA, JOSE S
PERKINS, MICHAEL A. &
PERKS, V,'AYNE &. JOANNE
PERKS, VAYNE & JOANNE
PERRON, ROBERT F S<. SUZANNE F
PERRY, E RONALD & HANSON,
PESSIN, JOSEPH S. ROSE
TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTIOH
n7-13/HLDlirT21
117-14&15/SLEL0mi
1 26-53 / "MILL YILWGE STORE"
106-12/HLDLOT310
1 02-099TO 1 02 / HLS L0TSS275-S278
1 34-42 /V/F,l PLOT
1 35- 22& 23 / RT 11 23 L0TS,BLI:G







1 33- 1 6 / WF,TFD UJT D6,BLCG
1 21 -07 /\YF,FRMN LOT 3,BLCGS
121-22.4/FRELJ0m5
1 22- 1 7 /•vVF,V/Hrv' LOT 1 2,BLDGS




128-03/1 834 mUSE, UJT
116-20/HLDLanOO
1 16-21 /HLD LOT 99
411-11.7/SBAUCm
1 22- 09 / WKTY UJT 30B,BLCGS
1 07- 1 2 / HLD UOT 303
41 8-46 / MLE UJT 1 465U3p^MP




1 3 1 - 26 / MRCGH UJTI 6,BLCGS
1 32- 1 6 / V/F,M&A LOT 3,BLDG
117-25/HLDUjr57,BLCGS
1 57- 1 2 / WF,RT 9jGL UJT,BLCGS
1 27- 32& 33 / WF>^ND RD UJTS,BLDGS
106-04/ HLD UJT 304,BLCG
1 22-07 rNHT'f LOT 28ft,BLDGS
137-34/SBR/reRljOn",BLCG
1 02-088 / WF,HLS L0TS21 8,BLCGS
1 1 5-50 / in^iLLARD ISLAND, BLDGS
411-13/CWRUJr,BLiXS
115-56/'',VF,SLEUJT41,BLCG
101 -003& 004/ HLSS1 09S;S1 1 0,BLDGS
11 5-02 /HLD UJT 83
11 6- 37 /HLD UJT 87
119-43/WF,PENNireULA
420- 1 2 / RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
1 1 3-48 /CARR LOT 13C, SHED
11 3-50 /CARRLOriC, BLDGS
1 1 - 064 / \VF,HLS LOT S43,BLDG
41 4- 1 / COCGE LAND (1/21m) WITH
41 8- 1 00 / MLE LOT 2B3U2
CUR U




PHALON, ROBERT V,' &. PHYLLIS
PHANEUF, ROGER K. $^ CINDY J.
PHEL AN, LINDA E S; ALAN P
PHELPS, JANETTE & TIMOTHY
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P. & NORA
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P. S^ NORA
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P. 5^ NORA
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P &, NORA ANN






PHILLIPS, VILLI AM &.
PHILLIPS, VILLIAM D &
PICKERING, BRIAN L
PIEHL, GEORGE V & EMILY
PIKE, RICHARD, SR.
PINCIARO, ANTHONY F & CLAIRE
PINCIARO, ANTHONY F. & CLAIRE
PISANI, JOSEPH J
PL ANTE, AVIS M E
PLAUT,MARYH.





POLDERM AN, BRUCE L.
POLIFRONE, JOHN & LUCILLE K
POLIFRONE, LUCILLE & JOHN
POLLARD, KENNETH A.
POLLOCK, JAMES R
POLLOCK, ROBERT A & JEAN M
POLLOCK, ROBERT A S^ JEAN M
POLOCZANSKI FAMILY NOMINEE
POLOCZANSKI FAMILY NOMINEE
PORTER, GEORGE L; REALTY, INC
PORTERFIELD, JOHN M.
POST, IRVING Ss BETTY
POTHIER, LEANDER S & AMY P
POTTER, JAMES D & PATTI A
POVER, HARRY R & BEVERLY A
PRACON, HELEN M
PRATT, BRADLEY C Si BRIAN
PRATT, BRADLEY C Si
PRATT, BRADLEY C. &. DENISE C.
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C;
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C;
PRATT, BRADLEY C, JR &DENISE
PRATT,BRIANC&.SANDRAL
TAX MAP * / PESCRIPTIOH
40o-22/RT123b4ND,BLCGS
1 04- 1 9 / ,VF,CftRR LOTS 3, 11
A
1 21 -08 /•vVF,FRMN LOT 4,BLCG3
1 23-05 /V/HTi'UJT 42
421-15/BBRLAND






1 35- 41 TO 43 / TFD U3TS ( 1 /9 1 OT)
135-49 /BEACH (1/9 1tC
1 35-53 /V/F,TFD UJT L6,BLDGS
135-54/-vVF,TFDUJrL11
1 22- 25 / V/F,VVK[Y LOT 4,BLCG
1 04-09 /\VF,BLrT LOT 3,BLiXS
1 04- 07 S. 08 / WF,BLrT LOT 1 ,BLDG
408-23 / RTI 23 LAND,BLDGS
41 1-01 /CPR/ri5TLAND,BLCGS




1 06- 1 3 / HLD UJT 309,BLDGS





408-28 /OFF RTI 23
11 2-02 /HLD UJT 321
131-21 / MRCGH LOT 4,BLDGS
131-44/MRCGHU3T7,BLDG5




1 26- 62 / WF, STN RD LOT,BLCG
1 26-63 /WF,STNRD LOT
1 27-50 S. 51 /V'/F/iND RD LOTS,BLCGS
114-09/VVF,B&EUDT7,BLDG
109-01 /HLD UJT 296
11 0-25 /HLD UJT 63
126-58/WFjSTN RD LOT 4,BLCG
408-01 / RT 1 23 LaT,BL[XS
124-10/WF,LSUUOrT5,BLCG
422-20.3 / PI^TTL0T3 Ar^TIME
422-03 /RT 9 LAND, BLCG3
134-13/TFDLaTJ12&13A
134-15/TFDUaTJ13
422-05 /RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
422-20.1 /P!*n LOT 1
422- 20.2 /PRATT LOT 2, MH
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
PRATT, CHARLES F
PRATT, CHARLES F 5:^ MARY M
PRATT, HOVARD
PRESCOTT, GREGG S & GAiL A




PRICE MD, TREVOR RP
PRICE t-lD, TREVOR RP
PRICE MD, TREVOR RP
PRIEST, DORM AN E
PRIEST, RUTH
PROCTOR, DANIEL C, TRUSTEE
PROCTOR, DANIEL C, TRUSTEE
PROHASKA, CHARLES R & ELLEN
PROVOST, ROBERT S< ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT S^ ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT 3<. ARLENE M
PRUNIER, PAUL A S< KATHLEEN P
PRUNIER, PAUL A Si KATHLEEN P
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PUTNAM, NATHAN &. BARBARA
PUTNAM, PATRICIA ESk NATHAN
QUEREUX, ALFRED E & EDITH
OUIMBY, JAMES C. & NANCY 0.




RAM IRES, ROBERT R.
RANDALL, ALISON




READ, JON & ANNETTE
READ, ,, ALTER Sk JOAN
RECK, PAUL CSk NANCY B
RECK, PAUL C Si NANCY B






REEKSTIN, VILLI AM F, ESTATE
REGENSBURGER, ALBERT F, JR &
REGENSBURGER, ALBERT F, JR &
422-2.2 /RT 9
422-01 / RT 9 LOfT, BLCGS




1 34-05 /TFD LOT J4
41 9- 13.2 /PARCEL A
1 36- 20 TO 22 ,.' V/F,TFD LOfTS A 1 y^2>ii6A
1 36- 26 /TFD LOT A6
41 3- 2.2/ PARCEL B
103-06/V/F,HLUJr,BLDGS
137-23/BRKVv'F,BACKLOT
1 1 - 020 / WF,HLS LOT S5 1 ,BLCGS
1 01 -021 TO 023 / WF,HL3S2,S3MBLDG3
1 24- 25 Si 26 / LSU LOT 44,BLDGS
1 1 5-05,06,1 /SLE UJI^ 1
1





1 02- 047 / WF,HLS LOT S65,BLDG3
1 02- 048 /WF,HLS LOT S66,BLCG
1 27-52 / ELBC LINES/^ND RD LOT
1 05- 07 Ss 08 / YiTPARR TK 1 ,2,r^RIm
105-24/CARRTRK3
105-45/CftRRTRK4,BLCGS
408- 1 1 .2 / COE RD. UJT
408- 1 1 .1 Ss 1 2 / QUEEN 3T LAND,BLCG
136-27,28,30,31 /V/F,TFD
122-30/WF,LOT25,BLDGS





1 34- 1 6 / RT 1 23 LOT,BLDGS
127-24/ WF,AND RD U[JT,BLCG5
421 - 22 /BBR LAND, BLCGS
421-24/BBRLOT
1 20- 1 42 / B/P IDT 30
420- 1 3A / bLDGSONLY (READ LAND)
420- 1 3 / RT 9 LAND, BLCL^S




1 3 1 - 38 Ss 38. 1 / MRDGH LGfT 25, BLCGS
131-59/MRCGHL0T12
1 09-02 /HLD LOT 297
422-19/RT9LAND,MH




TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVNER OF RECORD
REG IN A, RICHARD
REID.LORETTA
REID.LORETTA
RE ILLY, EILEEN M
RE ILLY, EILEEN ti
RE ILLY, STEVEN A
REM ILL ARD, FRANCIS PSk
REVICKI, ALBERT P &. DELORES T
REYNOLDS, ALAN P.
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR




RICK, MARC D. & CAROLYN J.
RICK, MARC D& CAROLYN J
RICKER, DENNIS A & LYNDA S
RICKER, DENNIS A & LYNDA S
RIDEL, JEROME F. Si KAREN T.
RIDEL, JEROME F. Ss KAREN T.
RIESENBERG, JEROME C &
RIESENEERG, JOHN J, JR &
RINGLAND, VERA ESTATE





RITCHIE, KENNETH &. CAROLYN
RITCHIE, KENNETH H &, BARBARA
RITCHIE, KENNETH H & BARBARA
RIVERS, HAROLD, JR
RIVERS, TIMOTHY M & MARY E
ROBBINS, KEVIN M. S< DEBRA L.
ROBIDOUX, ARLENEF
ROB ILL ARD, VIRGINIA
ROBINSON, DONALD J & JEAN M
ROCKV/ELL, EARL A & BARBARA
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE &. MARY
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY
ROENTSCH, FREDERICK P.
ROHR, THOMAS & JOAN
POKES, STEPHEN J. Sk DIANA L.
POKES, STEPHEN J. 5v DIANA L.
ROSA, ANTONIO & RAFAEL A
ROSEN, DANIEL D&ROYE A,
ROSEN, RICHARD S., V,' ILL I AM S.
ROSLEY, THOMAS E
ROSPLOCH, JOHN M S< JOANNE
ROSS, DANIEL SiV/ ALL ACE,
ROSS, PAMELA J.
ROSS, SCOTT, JESSE, KER I;
ROSS, V,' ILL IAM F S, KATHERINA E
ROULEAU, JEFFREY A. &.
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTrOH





41 8-38 / MLE UJT 1 5B4U3,CAMP
1 36-37 /WF,TFD LOT B2
109-08 /sec LOT 257
107-06/HLDLOT2n












42 1-06 /GRAY LOT 5,BLCG5
420-20&25/0KCRLAND
139-20/CiYLDT
1 39- 1 6& 1 7 / D,V UJrS,BLCGS
1 38- 03 S. 5 1 /WFJ3L UJr,BLDGS
138-06/^6RU0T
1 38- 02& 52 / V/FJ3L UOT,BLCGS
132-15/WF,M&ALaT2




1 39-04& 09 /D,V U3TS,BLCGS
1 37-42 /SBRLJOT,BLCGS
1 1 7- 1 6 / HLD UOT 22
110-14/HLDUJr279,BLCG
420-28/RT1231jOT,BLDGS






112-01 /HLD UJT 322
1 02-002?^ 055 /V,'F,MER UOT 2,BLCG
1 35-32 / V,'T,TFD U3T K5,BLCGS
113-53/LTBy'UJTL6,BLI:GS
116-16/HLDUJT45
1 01 -075 / WF,HLS L0TS54,BLDGS
419-12/Crm'RDLANO
1 34-32 / VvT,Rr 1 23 UJr,BLCGS
107-08 /HLD UOT 209
419-8.1 / L/0 JUNIPER HILL RD.
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD
ROV.'Ari,, MELVYN &. ARLENE




ROY, ROGER G& THERESA C,







RUMRILL, FRANCES P $,
RUMRILL, FRANCES P &.
RUMRILL, ROBERT R
RYDER, DALE, V.'ENDY S< DALENE
RYDER, DALE, VENDY & DALENE
RYLANDER, V,' ILL I AM & P ATT I
SAINT LAV.'RENCE, PEARL H
SAINT LAV/RENCE, PEARL H
SAINT PIERRE, JEAN & JEANETTE
S A IT AS, ALEXANDER J S< ANNE N
SALESKI, EDMUND J & VIRGINIA L













SAV,'ISK1,P PAUL & MARY
SAVYER, BRIAN V.
SAVYER, DAVID A Si KATHLEEN
SAVYER, DAVID A Si KATHLEEN
SAV.'YER,PHYLLIS C &. THIBAULT,
S AVYER,PHYLLIS C &. THIBAULT,
SAVYER,PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAVYER,TYLORE. JR.
SAV,'YER, TYLOR & HEAFEY,
SCANLON, VILIAM J. & JEANNE





SCHILLEMAT, EDVARD R & RITA
SCHIMEN2, ROBERT
TAX MAP « / DESCRIPTIQH
418-17/MLElJCn"9B7U1
1 25- 1 7 / V/F,\VLKR RD LOT,BLDG
1 37- 1 7 / \VF,RT 9J3L LOT,BLCG
1 26-09 /VvF,DBlJ0T,BL[G3
1 35- 24 /RT 123 LOT
1 36- 34 / WF,TFD LOT B 1 ,BLCG
41 0-07 /XmOLST U3T,BLCG
137-77 / RT 9 LOTS,BLCGS
415-36/V;T,CPUDT
423- 02 / COmt-n" PASTURE, (CE)
423- 04 / BCKLD OFF t-tSR (CE)





1 1 6- 1 7 / HLD UJT 44
116-18/'HLDUJr45
1 1 - 067 / WF,HLS LOT S46,BLDG
110-09/HLDLOT28eA,BL[XS
1 1 0- 1 / HLD LOT 285
1 37-63 /reRLJOfT,BLCGS
119-11 /SLEU0TB1
1 35- 1 0S. 1 1 / RT 1 23 LJ0T3,BL[XS
1 35- 33 / WF,TFD UJT K4 ( Rff.V)
1 05- 1 0, 25, 26 / VvT.HL U:T,BLCG
112-10 /\YF,SNDRSTRK 1 ,BLrcS
113-67/HLL0T,BLCG
112-04/\VF,HLDL0T,BLCG





1 1 8- 53 / HLD UOT 24,25,26 S; 27
11 6-05 /HLD UJT 29
116-06/HLDUJr28,BLDG
1 1 - 68 Sv 69 / HLS LOTS347 Si S48
11 0-36 /HLD UJT 61
1 01 -084Si 085 / WF,HLSS21 2,321 1 ,BLCGS
101-1 18T0 121 /HL5LaT5S311T0S314
414-06.1 /CPRLjiiND,BLClGS
41 5-23.2 /WF,CP UJT
415-23.1 /WFJCPUOT
11 0-37 /HLD UJT 60




115-01 /SLE UJT 6,BL[)G
1 15-51 /V,'F,HLDUJr 1158
11 9- 08 /HLD UJT 84
1 02- 007 & 008 / HLS LOT S75^76,BLCG
113-19 / WF,CARR UJT 7A,BLDGS
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
SCHLEY, FRED JAY & VERONICA
SCHLEY, FRED JAY & VERONICA
SCOTT, JUDY & NATHAN, ALLEN
SEABURY, KENDALL MICHAEL &.
SEAMAN, ROBERT F &. KATHRYN
SEAMAN, ROBERT F S<. KATHRYN
SEAVER, LANNEY R & JUDITH G
SEAVER, LANNEY R $s JUDITH G
SECCO, JOHN J & DOROTHY S
SELINES, FELIX E S. NATALIE B
SEMSEL,MARYE.ET AL
SERBENT, V/ ALTER F $< JANE K
SERBENT, V,' ALTER F & JANE K
SERBENT, V,' ALTER F & JANE K
SEVEN TRUST, THE
SEVERENCE, ALFRED T &
SHANK, C EDV/ARD &
SHARP, RICHARD D & SUSAN P
SHARPE, ROBERT M, III S. KAREN
SHATTUCK, FRANZ C.
SHEA, SHAV.'NC Si SUSAN B
SHEPARD, E.j GERMAINE, JANET
SHI A, V/EI LEE & MARY K
SIEGAL, JEFF R Si EILEEN B
SILVIA, ANTHONY & MARY M
SIMBOLI, ANTHONY J.






SIROIS, JOHN A & LUCIA A
SKIDMORE, ALFRED J
SLEPIAN, JEAN
SMALL, JAMES C, JR Sk
SM ALLEY, JON M Si GERALD INE M
SMITH, BRUCE M. Si NANCY E.
SMITH, CARL J Si LINDA B
SMITH, DALE ES. DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E Si DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E Si DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E Si DEBORAH J
SMITH, ROBERT A




SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH







1 1 3- 25 Si 26 / CftRR LOTS 1 2D,D, BLCG
113-49/i::ARRU0T13D,BL[X5
1 26-20 / VVF,RT 1 23 LOT,BLDGS
117-08/HLDU3T42
1 22- 23 / WF,V/HTY UJT 6,BLDGS
112-21 /WF,HLDU0T336
112-22/HLDUJT339
1 1 2-23 /WF,HLD UJT 340,BLI:G







1 27- 30 / WF/iND RD PENN,BLCG
113-59/LTBYU]fTL11,BLDG3
1 1 6- 1 2 / HLD LOT 49,BLDG
1 22- 35 /HL LOT, BLCG















1 1 0- 1 6 / HLD UOT 276B
110-17/HLDL0T278
1 1 0- 1 8 / HLD LOT 277
42 1 - 1 / RTS 9/ 1 23 UJT,BLCGS,MH
1 1 2-05 /WF HLD U:F 324
102-050Si051/^YF,HLSS68^69,BLDG
422- 1 / RT 9 BACKLAND




404-01 /WILLIAt^ FAMILY FOREST
405-05 /CmRLES PEIRCE RE5,BLCGS
41 9- 03.2;06. 1 ;07, 1 ;07.3 / MNI EL UPTON
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OVHER OF RECORD TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF
SPADARO, ANTHONY Si ANNETTE
SPAGNULO, ALMA & LAV.'RENCE,
SPAKCY/SKI, GEORGE &. JANE
SPAKOVSKI, GEORGE &. JANE
SPALLONE, JOHN V & CELESTE G
SPORNY.MARCIALYNN




STACK, ROBERT J & JOAN G
STACK, ROBERT J &. JOAN
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR, RICHARD R, & SUSAN
STARR, RICHARDS SUSAN
STASICV.'SKI, JOHN
STEELE, ROGER L &. JANET M













































STONE, FREDERICK G &. MAUDE M
STONE, JANEC.
STONE, MICHAEL SEAN
STONE, THEODORE J & KAROLA
STONOHA, PATRICIA
STRONG, KRIS A.
STUCKY, FRANK T, III ?<. LINDA S
STUCKY, FRANK T, III S^ LINDA S
STUCKY, FRANK T, III S^ LINDA S
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA S
STYMEST, ARNOLD T. 5^ MARY
SULLIVAN, BARTHOLOMEV &
SULLIVAN, HAROLD J &. ANTON I
A





SVETT, HERBERT & MARY
SYSYN, DAVID A
SZCSURKO, DANIEL J &.
SZUMASKI, JOSEPH T 5^ FAY L
TABER, CHRIST IN
TABER, CHRIST IN
TAFT, JAY L. & IRENE K.
TAFT, JAYL.& IRENE K.
TARANTIN0,G1N0&
TARCZAL, BELA Si JANICE V
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TARR, JEFFREY A &. ROBIN
TARR, JEFFREY A Sk ROBIN
TAYLOR, DONALD V
TAYLOR, JAMES D & SUZANNE M
TAYLOR, TIMOTHY S & EUGENIA
TEDDER, JEAN ODELL; ETALS
TERRILL, JOHN V
TERRY, ROBERT D &. LORRAINE D
THAYER, KEVIN R& GALE A
THERIAULT, IRENE B
THERIAULT, IRENE B































































05 /J FAULKNER ELEM. SCHOOL
22 /XP BOAT LAND! rC"
41 /SLEL0r43
19/SLEUDT326
87 / MLE UOT 1 2B4U2
082 S. 083 / V/T,HLS 32 1 4,32 1 3,BLCG
44&62/WFjGLUjr,BLCGS
05 / HLD UHT 285!,,BLK3









36 s. 37 / mrdgh lots 23,24, bldgs
i5/slelotbiia,bli:g
05/v,'f,cpl0t,bldg
065& 066 /,vf,hlss241 ;s240,blcg
1 1 2& 1 1 3 /• HLS U3TS3288^289
1
1
5i 404- 02 / COCXSE b^iND^BLCGS
38 /HLA PARCEL C,BL[XS









02& 03 /W&H UJT3 1 4, 1 3,BLCGS
04/WS.HL0T12
05/V,'&HU3Tll
028 S. 029 / HLS LOT S94^95,BLCG
69 / RTI 23 LOr,BLDGS
53/MLEL0T11B5U1
053/WF,HLSLCrrS71,BLCG












TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTION
THURROTT, IRVING J &. 1 02- 076 TO 079 /'.VF.HLS
TODD, RICHARD J 1 27- 1 5 TD 1 7 /AND RD U0T5
TOLE FAMILY TRUST 1 39-01 & 41 /WF.QV U]T5,BLCG
TOMPK INSON , RENE ' H & ESTHER 1 04- 1 4 / WF,CARR UJT
TOMPKINSON, RENE' H & ESTHER 1 04- 1 5J 6,20,21 / WF,CARR
TOV,-'NSEND , ROBERT L. $, 1 1 9- 26 / WF^JLD LDT 22,BLDG
TRACY, DOUGLAS H SR & PEGGY 1 1 5-57 /V,'F,SLE UJT 40,BLCG
TR A IN A , R ICH ARD & M ARG ARET 41 5- 1 6.4 / \VF,CGCP LOT 4,BLCGS
TRE AT , REBECC AM. 415-17/ VVF,CP LOT,MH
TRE AT , REBECC AM. 41 5- 1 8 / WF,CP L0T,BL[:G
TREELYN FOREST, ?5 PRICE, T S. 133-01 ,2,3,4,5; 154- 44,45; 1 36- 1 ,2,3,4;
TREELYN FOREST ; 95 PR ICE , T & 1 33- 1 1 / \VF,TFD UJT D
1
1 34- 1 8 / RT 1 23 L^^ND
1 36- 1 4 / CRNR DR RN S. TRLYN RD UJT
1 36- 1 5 /CRNR DR RN& TRLYN RD LOT
1 36- 33 S. 35 / WF,TFD UJTS A 1 2,B9
TREELYN FOREST; ^ PRICE, T &
TREELYN FOREST; 95 PRICE, T 5^
TREELYN FOREST; S5 PRICE, T 5^
TREELYN FOREST; '35 PRICE, T S;
TREMBINSK I,THEODORE & MARY 1 35-41 TO 43 /TFD UJTS ( 1 /9 IMT)
TREMBINSKI, THEODORE 5; MARY 1 35-43 /WF,TFD LOT L3,BLCG
TREMB INSK
I
, THEODORE & M ARY 1 35- 49 / BECH (1 /9 1 NT)
TREVBEA PRICE TRUST »1 C/0
TREVBEA PRICE TRUST «1 C/0
TRUESDELL, MIRIAM CSv
TSEN, MENG CHI & FRANCIS,
TURM AIL, JUDITH P
134-35/WF,RT123UJT
1 34- 37 / •,VF,TFD UJT J 1 5,BLCGS
125-07/\VF,ZRUJT,BLCG
1 29- 1 1 / RT 1 23 LAND,BLCGS
103-16/WF,HLSL0TS801
TURNER , KENNETH B, JR & JOAN 112-13 / WF,HLD UJT 329,BLDGS
TURNER, MICHAEL L &. SOLVE IG
TURNER, MICHAEL L & SOLVE IG





UDE, ARTHUR H & LORRAINE M
UNBEK ANT, DONALD E & M
URSINI, IGOR 3i CAROL ANN
URSO, ROCCO J. & HEIDY E.












1 34- 25 / WF,TFD LOT 1 8A ( RO^.V)
1 34- 26 / WF,TFD LOT 1 7A ( m»,V)
119-31 /WFAD LOT 1 8,BLCGS
1 1 5- 53 / WF,SLE UJT 46,BLCGS
1 03-03 /V,'F,ATK UJT II
1 33-22 /WF,TFD UJT Fl
1 02- 035 TO 038 / HLS S 1 1 -S 1 04,BLCGS
126-34/0ARUJT,BLDG
130-01 /RT123LAND,BL[XS
420-09 /UJT OFF RT9,BLCG
1 1 3-42 / WFi:»RR UJr 1 4, BLCGS
420-08/RT9Ui^ND
120-14.4/B/PL0T30.2
VAN MALDEN, JOHN C & CAROL S 121-02 /V/F,I^NNTRK I,BLCG
VAN SCHAICK, JOSEPH P &
VANSCHAIJIK, JULES&
VAN V.'ICKLER, RICHARD N. Si
VAUGHN, EDGAR L,JR; ETALS




VELKY, PAUL &. ALICE(1 /2 INT.
1 1 5-58 /\YF,3LE LOT 58/39,BLCG
424-16/ARKV/DL0T5
41 9-8.2 /aJTv^RD UJT
1 05-35 /\VF,HLLaT,BLCG





VETOG , EL IZ ABETH A . S. EDY,' IN J . 119- 09 / HLD LOT 84^,BLCG
CUR U
ACRES ACRES




V IT ALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK &.
V IT ALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK S.
VOLBERG, ANGELA M
VOLBERG, PETER H
VON SNEIDERN, PETER &
VAGNER, DARRELL A & JOAN A;
VAGNER, DARRELL A &. JOAN A;
VAGNER, JOAN A; ETALS
Vi'ALKER, EDV/IN M & NORMA V
VALKER, KENNETH H & EDNA B,
V/ ALL ACE, EDV/ARD R &. RONALD
'•,•, ALL ACE, EDV/ARD R. 3^ RONALD
V,' ALL ACE, JULIA M
WALLACE, RICHARD E 8< JEAN M
V ALL ACE, RICHARD E & RISNEY,
V,' ALL ACE, RONALD A. &.
V,' ALL ACE, RONALD A. &
WALLACE, V,' ILL IAM K
VALLVORK, CRAIG R
VALTHER, MARGARET JOANNE;
VARD, FRED & RUTH B.
VARNER, DONALD J.
VARNER, ROBERT J & SUSAN L
V/ASHUTA FAMILY TRUST
Vi'ASHUTA, JOHN R &. DIANE
V.'ASLEY, RICHARD S. &
V,' ATKINS, DONALD L & EILEEN B
Vi'ATSON, EARL V & PAULINE N
VATSON, EARL V & PAULINE N
VATSON, RICHARD E.
VATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
V.'ATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
VEAVER, DOROTHY E 5i WALLACE
WEAVER, RICHARD D. Ss ELLIOTT,
WEAVER, WALLACE R &.
WEAVER, WALLACE R&
WEBBER, GLENN & TAMARA
WEBER, MICHAEL A.Cl /2 INT. W/
WEEMS, GERALD L & MARJORIE
WECIEL, HENRY W &. MARY S
WELCH, EDNA F. S< HOPKINS,
V.'ELCH, EDNA F.& HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F S<. HOPKINS, FRED
WELCH, EDNA F &. HOPKINS, FRED
WELCH, EDNA F Si HOPKINS, FRED
WELCH, EDNA F g. HOPKINS, FRED
WELCH, EDNA F &, HOPKINS, FRED
WELLS, GLYNN C 3s PATRICIA J




TAX MAP * / DESCRIPTIQH
1 34- 30 / V,'F,TFD LOT 1 4,eL[:G
415-19/\VF,CPUDT,BLDG
115-54/WF,HLDUDTnt.^
1 1 5-55 / YvT,SLE UOT 42,BLCGS
1 1 9- 27 / WF,JLD LOT 2 1 ,BLDGS
119-29/WF,JLDUJT20
419-11 /CMri'RDLOn",BLDG
1 24- 36 / WF, KIMBALL iSLD,BLJG3
1 24- 37 /WF, ISLAND
1 24- 33 / WF,LSU IHT 22,BLDG
1 36-24/WF,TFD UOT A8,BLD:S




1 05- 1 8 ./ HL LOT
105-15/WF,HLUJr,BLi:GS
105-14/WF,HLL0LBLCGS
1 04- 22 S.23 /V/FJMRR UDTS 1 ,2,BLDG5






1 1 5-43& 44/WF^LE UJTS 55,56,BLDG
421-03/Gf^YLm"3,BLCGS
1 1 4- 03 / WF,TLMN UITT 3,BLCGS
106-03/HLDLjaT318,BLDG
1 02- 06 1 & 062 / \VF,HLS S245,S244,BLDG
1 02- 1 1 4Sv 1 1 5 / HLS U]fTSS290,S291
1 01 -072& 073 /WF,HLSS51 ,S52,BLCGS
41 8- 1 1 / MLE UJT 8B2U2
















1 35- 30 Ss 3 1 / V;T,TFD LOTS K6,K7,BLCG
421-02/GRAYU:n"2,BLCGS
105-29/i:ARRLari
1 05- 20,2 1 a 28 / HL LOfTS, BLCG
106-19/WF,HLDLar,BLDGS
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OVWER OF RECORD
Vi'ERNINGER, RALPH L & MARCIA
V.'EST, ELIJAH J
VESTCM/u'lLLIAM, JR
V.'ETMORE, GEORGIA T Si
V.'HEELER, JOHN L
Vi'HEELER, RICHARD K & THEO C
VHELIHAN, AUSTIN R.B.
VHITCOMB, ARTHUR CONST CO,
VHITCOME, ARTHUR CONST CO,
V.'HITE, BARRIE, JR C/O JOHN S.
\Y-HITE,OUENTINSkRITTA
V.'HITE, REGINALD A & HAZEL L
VHITE, TIMOTHY & CHVATAL,
V.'HITNEY, DONALD A, JR Sk
VHITNEY, DONALD A, JR &






VILC2AK, JOHN J, ^ VIVIAN S.
V/ILDER, ALDEN E & ELISABETH I
V ILL ARD, VILLI AM H
V.'ILLET, RONALD B & ELIZABETH
VILLIAMS, MARK A, & NINA J.
VILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J.
Vi'lLLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J.
V.'ILLIAMS, MARK & NINA
V.'ILLIAMS, RODNEY
VILLIAMS, THURSTON V, ESTATE
VILLIAMS, THURSTON V, ESTATE
V,' ILL ISTON, HAMLIN LSs
V,' ILL ISTON, HAMLIN L&




VILSON, JAMES D &. MARY ANN
VILSON, JAMES D &. MARY ANN
V.'ILSON, RICHARD F.JRa^
V/ILSON, RICHARD FSk MONE,
Vi'lLSON, STEVEN K.
V,'IXON, BRUCE C& JOYCE A
V.'OISLAV, V,' ILL I AM A Sk LINDA L
VOISLAV, V,' ILL I AM A & LINDA L
VOLFCREEK INVESTMENTS LLC
VOLFCREEK INVESTMENTS LLC
VOLLAEGER, JOHN K. & MICHAEL
Vi'OLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
VOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
VOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J S<
VOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
VOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
TAX HAP » / DESCRIPTION
137-80/RT9LGn"
42 1 - 29 / BCKLAND OFF RT 1 23
421-30/&iCKLAND0FF123
1 37-03 / WF,RT 9,GL LOT^BLCG
1 58- 28a 29 /WF,GL U3T,BLCGS









1 03- 1 / V/F^HLS UJrS504,BLDGS
405-01 .2 / LAND OFF CmLET DR^BLCGS
129-14.1 / RT 1 23 UDLBLCGS
1 27-23 /\YF/,ND RD UTT^BLCGS
1 37-04/ WF.RT 9,GL LOT^BLDGS
1 37-05 /V/FJGL ACCESS LOT
1 24-23 /WF.LSU LOT 15,BLDG
126-35 /MR Lm",BLDGS





423- 1 6 /SOUTH ST LOT
422-27 28& 29 /SOLTTHST LD, BLDGS
420-22 /OKCR LAND, BLD3S
403-03 /W,/SHL (1/2 INT)
403- 05 / LAND-S/5 ^YASHI TOON TL
112-11 / WF,JONES ISLD,BLDGS




41 8- 1 03 / MLE U3T 5B3U2
1 01 -088T0 090 /\VF,HLSS206-S208,BLDG




1 37- 45& 6 1 / V/F,GL UDT,BLCGS
1 1 3-23& 28 /CARR LOTS 1 0C\D,BLCG
1 1 3- 24& 27 / CARR LOTS 1 1 C/D
423-10/EW:KLAND0FFRT9






129-01 / liSR LOT.BLDGS
OVWER OF RECORD
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTIOH
VOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
V,-'OOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
VOOD, JAMES C & MARTHA C
V.'OOD, RITA A










VRIGHT, LAV/RENCE B &
V.'RIGHT, MICHAEL H & OLSON,
VRIGHT, ROBERT J. ETALS
V.'YMAN, MARTHA J S< BAILEY
YANKCVICH, DON; TRUSTEE FOR
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR S^ AGNES
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & ACNES
YOCONO, THOMAS F, SR
YORK, CURTIS & KATHLEEN
YOUNG, CHRISTIE E.
YOUNG, KENNETH F. &. NEVTON,
YOUNG, RUSSELL A
ZAFFINO, PETER S. & KIRSTEN E.
ZAFFINO, SALVATORE D.
2 AJ AC, ROBERT
ZE AM ANS, ROBERT H&
ZELLER, ANN B.
ZELLER, ANNS.
ZlARNOv.'SKI, DAVID M 5^ LINDA
Z INN, FREDERICK A
ZSCHAU, LEO F & ELIZABETH M
129
130
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
VALUATION AND TAXES
131
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT VALUATION & TAXES
OVHER OF RECORD TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTIOW
AMISANO, SCHILLER & SKIDMORE 1 38-37 /SPRCLD LOT 2,BLCGS





BR ICKSTONE MASONS, INC.
CANTLIN, CYNTHIA JEAN
CAPELLE, CAROLE L.
CHANDLER/,',' ILL I AM E&
CHANDLER, V ILL I AM E 3^
CLIFFORD, TIMOTHY M








1 39-46 /wf,pi^lr lot 1 7,bldgs
1 37-82 /RT 9 LOT
1 37-83 /RT 9 LOT
418-22/MLELOT12B7U3
1 39- 30& 32 / WF/*RK?,VD LjOT3,BLCGS
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA 424- 19/ARK?,VDLOT2
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA 424-24/ATENRDLOT,BLCGS
CULLEN, THOMAS, JAMES &
DARDAN1,N0ELH.
DAVIS, JEFFERY A. & DAVIS,
DAVIS, JOHN R & ELINOR H
DEANGELIS,EDSONR.
DELANO, NORMAN J & HAZEL
41 8- 1 2 / MLE LOT 1 6B4U1 ,BLCG
1 39-525. 53 / WF,PRSLR LTS 1 0,1
1
1 38- 1 9,20,40,41 ,42 /V/F;3L ACCESS
139-21 /P,VLJOT,BLCGS
1 39-24,25,37,38 / WFjD.V LDTS,BLC)GS
137-37/SBRLOT,BLCG
DESROSIERS, REED B. & APRYLLE 1 39- 1 2& 1 3 /C,V LJ3TS,BLCGS
DIDON ATO, JAMES A & CYNTHIA 1 37-25 / BRK V,'F,SBR LOT,BLCGS
DOR A , ALFRED M 1 37- 36 / SBR/t'CR LOT,BLCGS
DRISCOLL, FRANCIS J JR Ss ANNE 137-74/0FFh6RLOT,BLDG5
DROUIN, CRAIG G. 418-29/MLELOT6B1U3
E ADES , ROBERT A 1 38- 09 / WFjGL LOT,BLDGS
E AC AN , JOSEPH T & M ARG ARET 1 38- 1 2 / WF,GL tfTESS LOT
EAG AN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET 1 38-47 / h6R UOT,BLCGS
ENGLUND, ROBERT J. & ALFRED A 139-475.48 / WF,PRSLR UOT 16,BLCG
EVING, JAMES D &. RUTH D 1 38- 1 45. 45 /V,'F,GL LOT 5. LAND,BLDGS
FELIX, DONALD R S< JEAN L 137-46S^60/WFjGLUOT,BLCGS
FELT, MARY E &. GREENE, HAROLD 137-35/h6RU]T,BLDGS
FITZP ATRICK, MARY E 424-25 /ATEN RD LOT, BLDG
FONTAINE, JEAN M 137-33 /SBR LOT,BLCGS
F0X,R0BERTS5.PATRICIAA 139-29Ss32.01/WF,HEALYLOT527B
137-1 3 /WFJGL ACCESS LOT
1 37-84/ RT 9 LOT
137-24/ BRD\VF,SBRU]T,BLCGS
418-122/MLEUOT4B5U2
1 37- 1 1 / WF,Rr 9,GL UOT,BLDG3
137-30 /SBR LOT,BLCGS
1 39-50& 51 /WF,PRSLR LTS 1 2,1 3,BLCGS
137-38 /SBR LOT,BLDGS
418-18 /MLELOT17B3U1
424-23 /ARKV,'D LOT 1
1 39- 26& 36 / WFPA' UJrS,BLDGS
137-52&55/WF,GLLOT
1 37-79 /RT 9 LOT
1 38-24& 33 / WFJGL ACCESS 5. LOT,SHED
1 37-68, 69& 72 ' mR LOT,BLDGS
GAGNE, TANYA MARIE
GAGNE, TANYA MARIE
GAGNON, JOSEPHINE & COT A,
GANLEY, MARYM
6ARNETT, GORDON A. 5.
GATES, FAITH B
GAY, LOISV
GIANFERRAR I, EDMUND A&
GILLESPIE, MARY H ESTATE





HALTER, JOHN D&. DIANE G
HAMILTON, PHILIP A S. DONNA M 1 37-50& 57 / VvFjGL yOT,BLCGS
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA M 1 37- 73 / 1 /2 W/mCGCON hGR




HAYES, JOSEPH S &. ARLENE C









HILDRETH, VILLI AM L
HILL, LUCY B & HILL, ROGER M.
HILL, ROGER Sk CAROL










L AF ARGUE, FLORENCE V,'
LAFLAMME, ROGER E & CLAIRE T
LANG, CHARLES &. DARELLE J
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G., TRUSTEE
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G. , TRUSTEE
LAVIGNE, ELIZABETH D
LEFRANCOIS, JOHN M &
LIFRIERI, RITA A
LIFRIERI, RITA A
LOY, REINHARD S S< OLIVIA M
MACALLISTER, JOHN &. JOAN
MACDONALD, EDV.'ARD J S^ IRENE
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS





MINIE, DONALD E 5^ MARY ELLEN
MURDOCK, RICHARD V/. &
MURPHY, EDVARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, EDVMRD, JR, MARY E
NICHOLS, CECIL S^ ULDENE, HEIRS
NICHOLS, CECIL & ULDENE, HEIRS
NICOLETT I, RICHARD A&.
NORCROSS, ARTHUR C & JOAN M
OBRIEN, MAURICE E,JR
PAGNIUCCI, DAVID J, & SANDRA
PARADISE VALLEY ENTERPRISES,
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT VALUATION & TAXES
TAX MAP • / DESCRIPTIOH
1 37- 49& 58 / WFi3L U3T,BLCG
1 38- 26& 3 1 / WFJ3L UJr,BLCGS
1 38-27& 30 /V,'F,GL«rESS& LaT,BLDGS
424-07/BACKlJi,ND








137-09/ WF,RT 9,GL LOT,BLCG
1 37-07 / \VF,GL ACCESS UOT
137-08/WFAAa:E5SUDT
418-91 /MLE LOT 4B4U2
418-92/MLEUJr5B4U2







1 37-39 /\YFGL,SBR UJr,BLDGS
418-13/MLEU]T18B4U1




1 39- 49 / WF,PRSLR LOT 1 4,BLDGS
418-1 13 /MLE L0T5B2U2
418-114/MLELJJr4B2LI2






1 38- 1 5- 1 8,43,44 / WF;GL LOTS&
1 37- 1 8 /WF,RT 9,GL LOTpSiRAGE
137-19/V/F,h6RU]T
423-06 /&CKLOT0FFRT 9
1 37- 2 1 & 22 / BRKWF,SBR U]T,BLDGS







418-21 / MLE UOT 11 B7U3
138-11 /WFJ3LLJ0T,BLDGS
41 8-46 / MLE LOT 1 465U3JCAMP
CUR U









REEKSTIN, VILLIAM F, ESTATE
RE ILLY, EILEEN M
RE ILLY, EILEEN M
RE ILLY, STEVEN A





ROBBINS, KEVIN M. &. DEBRA L.
ROBIDOUX, ARLENEF
ROVELL, ELIZABETH
RUMR ILL, FRANCES P
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTIOH
41 8-45 / MLE LOT 1 5B5U3,CAMP
137-12/ WF,RT 9,GL U]rr,BLCGS
137-34/SBR/r6RLJ0T,BLCG
41 8- 1 00 / MLE LOT 2B3U2
1 38- 1 3 Sk 46 / WF,GL UOT,BLDGS
1 37- 1 / WF,RT 9,GL UOT,BLCGS
138-08/WFJ3LU3T,BLDG
1 39-28& 33 /V,'F,D,V LOTS,BLDGS
424-10/ARIO,VDLIJT9
424-33/ARI0,VDL0n4





1 38-02& 52 /,VF,GL LOT,BLDGS
1 39- 04<?; 09 /ON U3TS,BLCG5
1 37-42 /SBRLJOT,BLDGS
1 37- 1 7 / WF,RT 9,GL LOT^BLDG
137-78..'heR
SAINT PIERRE, JEAN &. JEANETTE 1 37-63 / ^6R LJOrr,BLCGS
SEVERENCE, ALFRED T &
SIMINO, REGINALD J. & MARIAN
SIMONETTI, ALEXANDER
SKIDMORE, ALFRED J
SPAKOVSKI, GEORGE &. JANE
SPAKOVSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPRUCELAND LIMITED LIABILITY
STETSON, R GARY & JOAN P
STONE, JANE C,
TAYLOR, TIMOTHY S $^ EUGENIA
TOLE FAMILY TRUST
VANSCHAIJIK, JULES&
VATT, CHARLES R &. SHARON




VILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J.
VILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J,
VILSON, HENRY
VILSON, HENRY





137-1 6 /WFJ3L ACCESS UJT
137-81 / RT 9 LOT,BLDGS
1 38-36 /SPRCLD LOT 3,BLCG
138-10/WF,GLU0T,BLCG3
1 37- 44 5, 62 / VVFJ3L LDT,BLCGS
418-53/MLEUJri1B5U1
1 39- 01 & 41 / WF,CA' Lm5,BLCG
424-16/ARIO,VDL0rr5
41 8- 1 1 / MLE UJT 8B2U2
418-1 11 /MLE mT7B2U2,MH
1 38- 28& 29 / V/FJGL LJ0T,BLDGS
1 37-04/ WF,RT 9,GL UOT,BLCGS
1 37-05 /V/F,GL(iCCESSUir
137-1 4/ WFJGL ACCESS UOfT
137- 15 /WF,GL ACCESS LOT
41 8- 102 /MLE LOT 46302
418-103/MLELaT5B3U2
1 37- 45& 61 /WFj3LLCn",BLDGS
VOLL AEGER, JOHN K. & MICHAEL 1 38-07 /WF,6L LOT,BLCGS
Vi'OLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J Si
VOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
VOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
VOLL AEGER, TIMOTHY J &





VRIGHT, ROBERT J. ETALS
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & AGNES 138-25&32/WFjGLUJr,BLDGS
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &. AGNES 423-03 /EW:KWND OFF rSR
YOCONO, THOMAS F, SR 1 38-35 /SPRCLD LOT 4,BLCG3
134
1 38-05 /WF,GLLaT,BLCG




1 39- 22, 23, 39 /WFPV U]T5,BLCGS
1 39-40 /WFJGL ACCESS
137-01 /WF,RT9GLU0rr







CURRENT USE LAND - VALUATION & TAXES
TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTIOH
AADALEN.SHARONP
ANDORRA FOREST LIMITED
ANDORRA FOREST LP 9S
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST % SCHADLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH Z^ CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH S< CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
BECKLEY, JESSIE I, ETALS
BLAISDELL, JR. RAYMOND A. ^
CAHILL, GEORGE F,JR(DR)5i
C AH ILL, GEORGE F, JR CDR) &
CHANDLER, VICTORIA; ETALS
CLINE, MARGARET B., TRUSTEES
41 3- 3. 1 & 3.2 / TI^CT 2 AND PARCEL C
41 5- 08 TO n /EACKLANDOFFCP
407-01 S. 02 /RTE 123 LAND
41 0- 06,09;41 5- 1 4;41 7- 03 / CPR/RT 1 23
407-03/BACKLOT
420- 1 1 / RT 9 LAND
420- 1 6.2 / ROBB LAND
420-26 / ROBB LAND LOT LINEADJ
409-01 / PRCCTOR LAND ( 1 /2 INT)
422- 1 2 / RT 9 LAND, BLKS
41 0-08;41 1 - 1 0;41 4- 1 0,1 3,1 5,1 6,1 9,20,
41 9-042, 05.1 & 05.2 / ROBB LAND& BCfVLE
422-07.7/ OCR BACKLAND
41 9-07.2 /TARBCK RD LAND,BLCGS
DARCY, JAMES T,JR 5s SUSAN A 422-15.1 / RT 9 LAND,BLCGS,MH
DELUDE, RICHARD A.




FIONDELLA, PAUL B< CHARLA B
GLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C
GUIDA, ALEXANDER S, III
HANSON, V.' ILL IAM E, ELVIRA I.
HARMON, JUDITH G
HARPER, MARK
H ARRIM AN, SMITH B
HATHORN, HELEN A & SEAVER,
HAYES, JUDITH M
HAYES, MICHAEL Sk SUSAN
HEALY, DON ALL
HEALY, DON ALL B. & JOYCE A.
HEALY, JANE
F
HILL, ELISABETH P., TRUSTEE
HILL, LUCY B ; V.'ICHLAND,
HILL, LUCY B ;V1CHLAND,
HILL, ROGER M& CAROL M
HOFFMAN, JR. JOHN E. & JEAN
KINGSBURY, MARY K
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
421-16S.25/BBRLAND,
101-012/HLSLAND
41 1 - 03 / E/S Kl NGS ST IAND,BLDGS
421 -27 /RT 123 LAND
410-10/V^'SKIhG5STLAND
404-03 /DCCGE LAND, BLDG
420-03.3 /CNTY RD EftCKLAND
424-21 /ATENRDLAND
41 4-01 / DOCGE LD 1 /2 IMT WITH ROh^^LD
41 7- 05, 08 S. 09 / BOULDER RD LD, BLCGS
422-09/RT9lAND,BL[XS
41 2-06.1 , 06.2& 06.3 /CftR/RT 9 LAND
41 5- 13 /ADAMS LAND
420- 1 / RT 9 LAND
420-06 /RT 9 LAND,SHED
41 8-02 / BACKLAND OFF CPR,BLCGS
41 8- 05 /BACKLAND OFF CPR
424- 07 /BACKLAND
121-01 /WF,r^NNTRKII,BLCG
422- 02. 1 1 5. 23 / RT 9 LAND, BLCGS
422- 24 / fiXLURE &CKLAND
422-02.1 2 /RT 9 LAND













PERRY, E RONALD & HANSON,
PHILBRICK, STEVEN A &
PIEHL, GEORGE V &. EMILY
PRICE, BONNIE
41 4- 7.4^ 41 5- 1 6.5 / CP,V LOT 45.WFPXP
404-04/LXIDGELAND
422-08 /RT 9 LAND, BLCGS
421-01 /GRAY IDT 1
422-17/SCKLAND0FFRT9
422-21 /TAYLOR-GREENLAND
422-18 /BACKLAND OFF RT9
41 3- 06 / OLD KNE/lCrCRD RD LAND
409-01 /PROCTOR LAND (1/2 IMF)
41 4- 1 / DOCGE LAND (1/21m) WITH
419-10/CNTrRDLAND,BLCGS
411-01 /CPR/r^LAND,BLCGS
41 9- 13.2 /PARCEL A
QVNER OF RECORD




RUMR ILL, FRANCES P
SAV/YER,PHYLLIS C &. THIBAULT, 414-
SHANK, C EDVi'ARD &
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF 411-
STODDARD MAIN CO 413-
STYMEST , ARNOLD T . & M ARY 127-
SV.'EETV.'ATER TRUST 104-
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, J &. 1 33-
TREELYN FOREST ; ?5 PR ICE , T S^ 1 34-
V/ ALL ACE, JULIA M 420-
VESTON, V,'ILLIAM, JR 421-
VHITNEY, RICHARD &. SHERMAN 405-
V/ILLIAMS, MARK S; NINA 422-
V.'OLFCREEK INVESTMENTS LLC 423-
V/OLFCREEK INVESTMENTS LLC 423-
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & AGNES 423-
CURRENT USE LAND - VALUATION & TAXES













1 42 / B/P U3T 30
07/0CRLAND,BLCCS
20&25/0KCRLAND
02 /COmt-n" PASTURE, (CE)
05.1 .'CPRLAND,BLCGS
26 / BBR LAND,BLrc
07/ew:klandoffcpr
43/\VFp^RRLAND
1 / \VI LLIAMS FAMI LY FOREST
05 /CmRLES PEIRCE RES,BLCGS
03.2;06.1 ,07.1 ,07.3 / DANIEL UPTON
141 /SHRLAND,BLCG
07 S. 420- 1 9.1 , 21 , 23,24/ ROBB RES.
06/V,'F,Rn23LAND,BLCGS
1 1 3, 404- 02 / DOCGE LAND,BLCGS
01 ,2,3,4,5; 1 34- 44,45; 1 36- 1 ,2,3,4;
1 8 / RTI 23 LAND
14/RT9WND
30/BCKLAND0Fri23
1 .2 / LAND OFF CmLET DR,BLDGS




ABBREVIATIONS USED IN PROPERTY DESCRIPTIONS:
DEVELOPMENTS :
ATK








